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Abstract 
The social cost of illegal drugs has reached a very high point both in Canada and around 
the world. The efforts to control the global flow of illegal drugs have not achieved to compensate 
these costs. This thesis examines the relatively neglected approach of controlling open-air drug 
markets in an administrative region in· Southern Ontario-Canada. The study is guided by a 
framework that views the results of controlling wholesale drng networks to be difficult due to their 
clandestine nature, their expense and their disappointing outcomes. The results are based on the 
use of the Risk Terrain Modeling (RTM) to explore tile spatial factors behind the open-air drug 
markets. In particular, the spatial influences of the criminogenic features, which are alcohol outlets, 
bus stops, street robbety, and prostitution areas on open-air drug dealing are operationalized 
through RTM. The geographical approach to open-air drng markets is assessed to understand better 
whether it can help authorities to make cost-effective decisions that control the drug markets. 
Findings suggest that open-air drng markets exist more in the areas close to alcohol outlets and 
bus stops, and where street robbery incidents and prostitution areas aggregate. 
Keywords: open-air drug markets, risk terrain modeling, spatial influence, risk 
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Introduction 
The volume of the global illegal. dmg market grows day by day through the reciprocally 
increasing supply and demand of illegal dmg products. Both the consumer and producer 
countries blame each other for the devastating impacts of the growing dmg market (Rengert, 
Ratcliffe, & Chakaravorty, 2005). Regardless of the extent of each party's contribution, states 
take necessary measures to enhance their capacity to control the flow of illicit dmgs into their 
country and prevent first time users from becoming addicted. These efforts are an attempt to 
reduce the high social and economic costs of drug addiction to society. The overall social cost of 
illegal drugs in Canada including health care, law enforcement costs, and the loss of productivity 
at workplaces was estimated to be $3 9. 8 billion in 2002 (Rehm et al., 2007). In the United States 
(U.S.) the annual estimated government expenditure for drug control is $40 billion (Caulkin & 
Reuter, 2010). Besides the estimated numbers, the qualitative impacts of dmgs on societies and 
their futures are also apparent. The creativity and health of future generations are at risk because 
of evidence of increasing substance abuse among youth (Rehm et al., 2007). According to the 
Canadian Alcohol and Dmg Use Monitoring Survey (CADUMS), 10.6 percent of people aged 15 
years and older in Canada used illegal dmgs in 2012. An interesting part of the survey were 
answers to the question regarding "how easy it would be for them to get that specific drug if they 
wanted some now". Almost eighty-five percent of cannabis users and 77.8 percent of cocaine 
users responded that it would be either easy or very easy to get these illegal dmgs (Health 
Canada, 2014, para 8). 
To overcome the high cost of illegal dmgs to society, traditional police effo1is have 
concentrated on the production and the wholesale distribution of illicit dmgs whereas the street 
level retail markets have been relatively neglected (Harocopos & Hough, 2011; Rengert, 1996; 
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Renge1t et al., 2005; Weisburd & Green, 1994). In fact, focusing on retail sales of illicit dmgs 
rather than the wholesale might be more effective and ·tactical because "at the local level they 
become more open, more detectable, and more preventable" (Rengett et al., 2005, 13). Contrary 
to retail sales, the wholesale distribution of dmgs is usually made through secret networks, which 
operate in a great variety of places, and can be eliminated only through long-tun covett 
enforcement (Eck, 1995). The effectiveness of the police effotts against street level dmg 
markets, on the other hand, was demonstrated in a study conducted in Sweden (Knutsson, 2000). 
According to the study, the percentage of those under 25 years of age among the drug related 
criminals dropped from 55 to 20 percent at the end of l 0 years of police efforts that mainly 
focused on street level dmg sales during the 1980s. This data may suggest that the police 
succeeded in preventing first time users and drug dealers from entering the market through street 
level enforcement. 
On the other hand, police intervention with the wholesale drug distribution seems 
ineffective given the change in the price of illegal drugs during the last few decades (Caulkin & 
Reuter, 2010). The steadily dropping dmg prices and increasing purity of the dmgs indicate that 
the expanding effmts at controlling illegal drugs at the wholesale level cannot reduce the amount 
of drugs (in tetms of supply and demand) in the market (Werb et al., 2013). As the price of 
illegal drugs decreases, more customers are willing to buy these products in greater amounts 
(Renge1t, 1996). Rengert et al. (2005) suggest this unexpected and counterproductive result of 
greater police intmsion in the global dmg markets stems from the ability of the dmg dealers to 
adapt to harsher enforcement. In particular, the global dmg dealers have both increased the level 
of supply and diversified their operations. For example, they may use smaller more discreet 
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transp01iation methods and secret communication among the dealers to compensate for their 
losses from policed "stings". 
Contraty to the relatively unsuccessful situation regarding the global fight against drugs, 
it might be possible to eliminate or limit retail drug markets at the local level if law enforcement 
focused their effotis in that direction. As police departments' budgets slu"ink, it becomes 
increasingly more impotiant for police to make effective choices in their fight against drug 
markets. Rengeti (1996) argues that giving priority to open-air drng markets, which are the 
lowest level of the drng market (Harocopos & Hough, 2011 ), with the aim of making retail 
transactions riskier and less convenient might be a "tactical decision" for police departments 
(p.87). These markets, based on the routine activities of the buyers and sellers, are called "open-
air dtug markets" in the literature. They are described as geographically well-defined, open-air 
areas where illegal drugs are bought and sold (Harocopos & Hough, 2011 ). 
There are many reasons for police to follow these types of drug enforcement tactics. The 
first reason is that open-air locations are easy to control and drng deals at this level can be 
observed by patrols or undercover police officers. Second, the police can benefit from the help of 
residents in the neighborhood around an open-air drng market, if they are willing to do so, 
because they are disturbed by the disorder and social disorganization around the drug market. 
Third, the increased. police intervention at this level results in displacement of the dealers from 
the area, which brings also elimination of other incivilities such as burglary, prostitution, public 
drinking etc. Finally, the reduction of active drng-dealing locations in a neighborhood results in 
decreasing the demand for drugs, especially from novices and ex-users (Rengeti, 1996). 
Therefore, it is cost-effective and prudent to allocate more resources on street level drug dealing. 
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Similar tactics can be used for every single neighborhood being impacted by open-air drug 
markets. 
Through the lens of a problem-oriented policing approach the retail drug markets can be 
examined and policy recommendations can be made to eliminate the costs of illegal drugs to 
society. An effective way to tackle this problem starts with identifying the locations of open-air 
drug markets in a city (Rengert et al., 2005). By focusing on ce1iain environmental 
characteristics, places that are most attractive to drug . market patiicipants, can be predicted 
(Weisburd, 2008). Predictors of the level of crime in a place are the criminogenic attributes, or 
crime oppotiunities that exist, rather than the number of criminals or density · of crime 
occurrences (Caplan, 2011). Therefore, the more criminogenic features related to drug dealing 
exist at a place, the more likely a drug market is located there. 
The existing literature provides clues about identifying the criminogenic features that 
predict the locations of open-air drug markets. Research on spatial distribution of crime has been 
widely supported by social disorganization and routine activities theories (Andresen, 2006; 
McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007). Crime events are found to be clustered around socially disorganized 
areas which suffer from lack of informal social control and social efficacy. This can be attributed 
to high unemployment rates, low education levels, high minority populations, high residential 
tum-over and low percentage of owner-occupied houses (Bursik, 1988; Gottfredson, McNeil, & 
Gottfredson, 1991; Shaw & McKay, 1942). Research suggests that drug markets are among.the 
types of places that are affected by and clustered around socially disorganized neighborhoods 
(Forsyth, Hammersley, & Murray, 1992; Kleiman, 1991; Olligschlaeger, 1997; Reuter & 
Pollack, 2012). However, the very existence of socially disorganized neighborhoods that have no 
drug markets raise questions regarding the place of routine activities based approaches. In this 
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respect, the routine activities of buyers and sellers in a drug market are the most significant 
predictors of their locations (Eck, 1995; McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007). 
Eck's (1995) general model of the geography of illicit retail marketplaces suggests that . 
the actors of illicit retail markets have two main needs which detennine the location of these 
markets: security and accessibility. These two needs create conflict for drug dealers which is 
described by Eck (1995) as "the more accessible a participant is, the less security he or she has" 
(p.72). To ensure both secure transactions and wide accessibility of buyers drug dealers have 
found two different solutions. The first one is the network solution which provides a social 
network to communicate with the other actors of the market. These markets do not have to be 
attached to fixed places and generally operate in a wide area. The easy communication provided 
· by the network ensures the accessibility and secure transactions, while the low place attachment 
of the market creates a lack of guardianship which contributes to the security (Eck, 1995; 
Rengert, 1996). 
The second solution for the security-accessibility dilemma of the illicit drug markets is 
"the routine activities" according to Eck's (1995) model. The participants who do not have a 
network to sell and buy illicit drugs use the routine activ~ties of everyday life to locate the market 
efficiently. To fill the gap which stems from the lack of a network they choose areas which are 
familiar to both buyers and sellers and which allow communication for transaction. The drug 
markets that are established through routine activities are highly attached to place. In addition, 
Eck (1995) points out, drug dealers have to find such places which lack social control, located 
along arterial routes and transportation facilities, and near other kind of illicit markets such as 
prostitution areas and street robbery areas to ensure both security and accessibility of the market. 
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A geographic approach to the open-air drug markets can provide a clear understanding of 
their nature and help to create clear and succinct policy recommendations. Through mapping the 
criminogenic features which smrnund open-air drug markets and the locations of open air drug 
markets, the existence of a relationship can be ascertained. However, Caplan (2011) suggests, 
only mapping the spatial distribution of criminogenic features and showing the co-existence of 
offenders and victims in ce1iain places do not help us Ullderstand the "crime-prone places" 
sufficiently. Instead, the spatial influence of each risk factor behind criminal events should be 
operationalized. 
The Risk Terrain Modeling (RTM) provides a way to operationalize the spatial influence 
of criminogenic features of open-air drug markets. In RTM, ce1iain crimes that occur as a result 
of the combined influence of one or more criminogenic feature affecting the same place are 
mapped by using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (Caplan, Kennedy, & Miller, 2011). 
For each criminogenic feature, or risk factor, separate map layers representing the influence and 
intensity of a crime risk factor at every spatial unit are created. These map layers are combined 
with special techniques and software to produce a "composite risk terrain map" (Caplan & 
Kennedy, 2011). Numerical risk values are found for each spatial unit that account for the 
combination of multiple risk factors. The validity of the risk values which are found for spatial 
units of an area can be tested by using spatial data of a certain crime and its criminogenic 
features for a given period. For example, the spatial data for the risk factors that were gathered 
for the year 2011 will be used to predict the.locations of drug a11"ests in 2012. After testing the 
validity of the risk te11"ain map, prediction for "crime-prone areas at the micro-level" can be 
made according to the level of risk (Caplan & Kennedy, 2011). 
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In this study, the locations of open-air drug markets in Durham Region, Ontario will be 
predicted through mapping and operationalizing certain risk factors that are derived from 
existing literature. When the news on narcotics operations held by the police in Durham Region 
in the last few years is analyzed, mass seizures of various types of drugs are observed (DRE'S, 
n.d.; Shum, 2013; Zochodne, 2013). Considering the above mentioned counter-productive results 
of the police interdiction at the wholesale level, a new approach to the drug problem in Durham 
Region might be developed by focusing on open-air drug markets. In the cutTent study the 
locations of drug arrests in Durham Region will be analyzed through GIS and the risk factors that 
have spatial influence on open-air drug markets will be determined. The risk factors which are 
taken into consideration in the study are prostitution areas (Benson & Matthews, 1995), street 
robbery incidents(Sutton, 2010; Wright & Decker, 1997), bus stops (Rengert et al., 2005; Ritter, 
2006; McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007), and alcohol outlets such as bars, clubs, liquor stores etc. 
(Roncek & Maier, 1991; Roncek & Pravatiner, 1989, McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007). The spatial 
data on the locations of drug arrests and the above-mentioned risk factors were received from 
Durham Regional Police Service (DRE'S). Risk map layers which show the spatial distribution of 
each of these risk factors will be created, then they will be combined through RTM and GIS to 
compose a single risk terrain map. This final map will show the risk values for each spatial unit 
in the selected geography. The validity of the model will also be tested statistically to make 
decisive policy recommendations based on the results of the study. 
The first chapter will begin with a discussion of various definitions of open-air drug 
markets and their common characteristics. This will be followed by a detailed explanation of the 
structure and the geographical characteristics of the open-air drug markets. The final section of 
the first chapter will review the criminogenic features that have spatial influence on the open-air 
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drng markets. In paiiicular, Eck's (1995) general model of the geography of illicit retail 
marketplaces will be the central focus of the discussion. The second chapter explains the 
methodology o.f this s~dy which is based on the Risk Terrain Modeling and the spatial data used 
in the study. The spatial analysis of the criminogenic features of the open-air drng markets in 
Durham Region will be illustrated through maps. The third chapter will present the results of the 
spatial analysis and the statistical analysis including logistic regression and negative binomial 
regression. In the fourth chapter these results will be discussed in the light of the existing 
literature. In addition, the limitations of the study will also be discussed and some directions for 
future research will be presented. Finally, the thesis will conclude with some policy 
recommendations. 
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Chapter I: Literature Review 
In this chapter the existing literature on open-air drug markets and the spatial factors 
behind them will be reviewed in three parts. In the first part, various definitions of open-air drug 
market will be given and there will be an emphasis on the commonalities that exist among these 
definitions. The second part of this chapter will present the main characteristics of these markets. 
It will include a theoretical discussion of their spatial dimension, in light of the existing 
literature. Finally, the four spatial factors that predict the locations of open-air drug markets 
chosen for the current research and their relationships with open-air drug dealing will be 
examined. 
What is Open-Air Drug Market? 
The existing literature on illegal drug markets does not provide an agreed-upon definition 
for open-air drug markets. Reuter and Pollack (2012) emphasize the difficulty of defining local 
drug marketplaces "in a consistent, operationally helpful way" and suggest that there are no 
standardized criteria for being classified as "open-air drug market" (p.214). However, 
researchers identify some common aspects of these markets that can be considered as 
prerequisites. To begin with a general definition, the tetm drug market as used in the 
criminological literature refers to "aggregate market behaviour in response to drug interdiction 
efforts or to elasticities of supply and demand" (Weisburd & Lorraine, 1994, p.68). This 
definition has two dimensions framing the behaviours of drug market participants in general. The 
first one is the prohibition of the drugs by governments and the enforcement of the prohibition 
laws. Prohibition of some items in an economy is the main motivation behind the establishment 
of illicit markets for those items according to Kleiman (1993). The second one is the elasticities 
of supply and demand, a basic economic rnle that operates in both licit and illicit markets; and 
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for both prohibited and non-prohibited goods. Namely, elasticity refers to the change in supply or 
demand of illicit drugs or any commodity in relation to changes in price (Caulkins & Reuter, 
2010). Drug dealings aggregate in ce1tain places and times in parallel with these two aspects. 
Drug markets, hence, are established based on responses by the patticipants to the law 
enforcement activity and price changes in the market. 
Harocopos and Hough (2011) suggest open-air markets represent the lowest level of the 
drug distribution network which operate in "geographically well-defined areas at identifiable 
times" and enable the patticipants of the market to reach each other easily (p.7). The buyers of 
illegal drugs can go to these areas with "fair confidence of finding a willing seller'', even if the 
two sides of the transaction do not know each other (Reuter & Pollack, 2012, p.214). In this 
respect, they are "open markets" in which buyers know where to find the product they need, and 
sellers can reach more customers and sell in bigger quantities (Harocopos & Hough, 2011; 
Lupton et al., 2002). 
The tenns street-level drug market, outdoor drug market, and open-air drug market are 
used interchangeably in the literature. In their ethnographic study about illegal drug markets, 
Curtis and Wendel (2000) group drug markets into three categories, (1) street-level sales; (2) 
indoor sales; and (3) delivery services; Within this categorization they define street-level sales as 
those occun'ing outdoors and being "characterized by blatant transactions between anonymous 
buyers and sellers that may engender complaints from community resident" (p.129). In addition, 
they suggest, the volume of street-level markets might be low or high; and they might sell single-
type or multi-type drugs. Renge1t et al. (2005) use the term "outdoor markets" instead of "open-
air drug markets" within their classification of the drug markets as outdoor and indoor. The 
outdoor markets are defined by Rengert et al. (2005) as the markets in which drugs are sold on 
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the streets to regional customers and which are located near transportation interchanges to ensure 
the widest accessibility. The indoor markets, on the other hand, are managed through networks 
of drug dealers and the transactions take place inside a dealer's home. Coomber and Maher 
(2006) define closed markets as those, in contrast to open markets that operate on the streets, 
where buyers have to negotiate access to sellers and where sellers choose to whom they sell. 
May and Hough (2001) define "open markets", or "open scenes" as called in many 
European cities, as those with no baiTiers to access and where someone completely unknown to 
sellers can buy drugs. In "hidden scenes", ·on the other hand, access to the market is limited to 
known and trusted customers. Despite some differences in the definitions of open-air drug 
markets, the common themes that ai·e stressed by the scholars ai·e the accessibility of these 
markets by strangers and being located in certain open places. In order to be found by non-
residents and novice users, the drug dealers sell their products from "static sites" (Myhre, 2000). 
This can be obviously seen in an interview made by Myhre (2000, p.7) with a drug user: 
Well, you know it's histmy. It's reputation. If a people have been selling drugs there for 
years, then the young kids growing up know where people sell drugs, so when they start 
selling they go to those spots because that's where people know to go buy drugs. 
Weisburd and Green (1994) suggest drug dealers tend to sell the same drug in the same area and 
do not change their positions frequently to enable customers to 'find the market for their drug of · 
choice. In addition, to ensure wider accessibility of the market by both pedestrians and cars, the 
markets are located at the places close to the transpmiation hubs, and/or along an aiierial route 
(Harocopos & Hough, 2011). 
Besides the accessibility of the drugs, it is important to imagine the size of the markets to 
define them better. However, there is not a consistent measure in the literature that is used to 
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draw the borders of an area where drngs are sold and bought (Reuter & Pollack, 2012). The 
geographic extent of the markets is described in various ways by some scholars and law 
enforcement agencies. For example, Lengel (2000) suggests that there were at least 60 open-air 
markets in Washington D.C. before a big operation held by the D.C. police in 2000 and each one 
was defined by the police as "a two-to-three-block area where drugs are peddled outdoors". 
Specific addresses are also used in some research to define the geographic extent of an open-air 
market. In a controlled study, three hundred and three addresses where two or more drug related 
at1'ests were made were considered as the location of the markets by the Police Executive 
Research Forum and the San Diego Police 'Depatiment (Eck, 1995). Myhre (2000) also gives 
some examples of exact locations of open-air drug markets such as street corners, alleys, 
porches, in front of apaiiment units or buildings, at the sides of a liquor stores, adjacent to 
methadone treatment centers, X-rated video stores, or fast-food establishments. 
In the research conducted by Weisburd and Green (1994), 1,553 intersection areas in 
Jersey City, New Jersey each one of which are linked to related four segments or blocks were 
considered as the unit of analysis or street-level drug markets. Weisburd and Green (1994) 
stressed the need for systematic information on the nature of drug markets including a clear 
definition of these markets. In this sense, they developed The Drug Market Analysis Program 
(DMAP) in Jersey City to facilitate the identification of street-level drug mai·kets. Based on both 
the police records of drug sales and the perceptions of citizens about drug market locations, they 
identified the intersections that are linked to the drug sale points as the locations of street-level 
drug markets. Nine percent of the intersections in Jersey City were identified in this way and 
were used as units of analysis. Based on their findings in this study, Weisburd and Lorraine 
(1994) suggested three main criteria of the process that identifies street-level drug markets; (1) 
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ability to reflect the actual drng distribution patterns in the city, (2) ongoing drng activity in a 
specific place, and (3) be replicated at routine intervals. In fact, it is difficult to draw the borders 
of open-air drug markets, because they might not have a static location. If a drug market begins 
to attract more customers and gain a reputation among drug users, the geographical location of 
the market can grow. However, this· growth might create a disadvantageous result. It might be 
difficult to continue to hide the transactions in such a large market (Harocopos & Hough, 2011). 
Harocopos and Hough (2011) classify the open-air drug markets according to the level of 
hierarchy and professionalism in their organizations. According to this classification, some drug 
markets have "clear hierarchies" and the roles of the members are defined well, whereas other 
markets consist of "small groups of opp01tunistic entrepreneurs" who are not bound to each other 
strictly (p.12). The roles in a street level drug market might be named in different ways. The 
sellers are referred to runners, jugglers, or private sellers. The secondmy roles in the market 
include advertisers, security guards, leaflet distributors, servants, and temporary employees. 
They can also be referred to as look-outs, holders, steerers, touts, and middle-men (Johnson et 
al., 1990). 
The economic rules of illegal drug markets have much in common with those of legal 
markets (Rengert, 1996). The basic principle of prices and quantities of the economy is valid in 
the transactions. That is to say, when the prices of the illegal drugs increase, the sales in the 
market decrease, and vice versa (Davis & Lurigio, 1996). Beside this basic rule, the prohibitions 
of ce1iain goods and services such as drugs, stolen goods, and prostitution, which are the main 
reasons for the creation of illicit markets, have detenninant effects on the prices and operation of 
such markets. Kleiman (1993, p.105) suggests 
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The very existence of a prohibition suggests that in its absence there would be a market 
for the forbidden item: that some customers would be willing to pay enough for it to 
induce some producers to provide it. 
Therefore, the laws that prohibit drugs and the level of success in their enforcement also impacts 
the economic transactions in the illicit drug markets, in addition to the supply and demand 
balance of the patiicipants. This can be interpreted as the additional cost resulting from the high 
risks in created by laws, which in tum increase the prices of the goods sold in the mai·ket. 
Based on the rational choice theory of Cornish and Clarke (1989), Myhre (2000) 
developed a base model of the modus operandi of illicit drug dealing in general and open-air 
drug markets in patiicular. She suggests that the analysis of illicit drug markets in terms of the 
supply, distribution, sale, and payment locations should be made in order to reach a thorough 
understanding about the way how the markets operate. In her general model for illicit drug 
markets, Myhre (2000) counts four necessary stages for a drug sale to occur. These stages are 
"(1) the supply of illegal drugs, (2) distribution of those illegal drugs, (3) sale of illegal drugs, 
and ( 4) return of payment or capital to the supplier." (p.11 ). When she specifies the level of 
analysis as open-air drug markets the stages of drug dealing change to become; (1) supply, (2) 
staff or personnel, (3) location, ( 4) customer, and the (5) actual transaction or exchange of illegal 
drugs for money" (Myln·e, 2000, p.12). The component that makes this specific process different 
from the general model is the element of "location". The above arguments on the definition and 
operation of open-air drug markets show that the spatial aspect of such m.arkets stands on the 
intersection point of various approaches. That is to say, almost all definitions and arguments 
have more or less a geographical dimension. Thus, it is crucial to understand the relationship 
between the geography and open-mr drug markets. The following section will review the 
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literature addressing this relationship and specifically the theoretical approaches which explain 
the spatial dimensions of illicit drng dealing. 
The geography, characteristics, and risks of open-air drug markets 
There is a consensus in the literature that the concentration of drng activity, or drug 
related arrests, in an area is a strong indicator of the existence of a drug market (McCord & 
Ratcliffe, 2007; Quick & Law, 2013; Warner & Coomer, 2003, Weisburd & Green, 1994; 
Weisburd, Maher, & She1man, 1992). It is widely accepted that drug related crimes concentrate 
in specific areas and create hotspots (Quick & Law, 2013; Rengert et al., 2005). The basic 
theoretical issue about this non-random distribution of criminal cases is. not just the variation in 
frequency of them among different places according to She1man et al. (1989). Instead, they 
argue, the fundamental point is whether those places in which crime concentrates include some 
criminogenic factors that facilitate the occurrence of crime. In particular She1man et al. (1989) 
raise the question if "places vary in their capacity to help cause crime, or merely in their 
frequency of hosting crime that was going to occur some place inevitably, regardless of the 
specific place" (p.46). 
The reasons behind the· spatial clustering of drug offences, or the criminogenic factors 
behind them, are argued from various aspects in the literature. There are two main theoretical 
approaches which explain the physical and geographical characteristics of open-air drng markets: 
social disorganization and routine activities. Socially disorganized neighborhoods are more 
likely to be vulnerable to the clustering of criminal incidents due to a lack of social efficacy 
(Shaw & McKay, 1942). Some of the main indicators of being socially disorganized for a 
neighborhood are found through research as high unemployment rates, a high rate of female-
headed households, low education levels, high minority population, and high residential turn-
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over (Gottfredson, McNeil, & Gottfredson, 1991; McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007; Shaw & McKay, 
1942). Briefly, the areas that suffer from these factors are more likely to either have or be close 
to an illegal drug market. 
The neighborhoods close to the open-air drug markets are usually economically 
depressed, inner-city urban areas which suffer from social disorganization and incivilities such as 
panhandling, loitering, littering, traffic congestion, prostitution, violent crimes, and noise (Davis 
& Lurigio, 1996; Harocopos & Hough, 2011; Kelling & Wilson, 1982). The "place managers" 
who are responsible for the buildings in the neighborhood also impact the existence or the level 
of activity of an operi-air drug market. Compared with house owners, renters and public housing 
residents feel less responsible for the incivilities that occur in their neighborhood due to the 
presence of drug markets. Thus, open-air drug markets are less likely to be located around 
owner-occupied neighborhoods (Eck, 1995; Harocopos & Hough, 2011 ). Poor street lights, 
abandoned buildings, and foliage that can be seen in socially disorganized areas are the other 
facilitators of a secure and secret drug dealing in open-air areas (Harocopos & Hough, 2011; 
Myhre, 2000). In patiicular, vacant buildings around the selling points can be used by customers 
· to use the drugs they purchased. (Harocopos & Hough, 2011; Renge1i, 1996). 
McCord and Ratcliffe (2007) suggest however, that social disorganisation alone does not 
predict a drug market, because there are many socially disorganised neighborhoods which have 
no drug markets. The research by Weisburd and Green (1994) in Jersey City demonstrated that 
although the intersections identified as drug markets include various incivilities such as vacant 
lots, abandoned buildings, graffiti, and bars; there were large areas free of drug market activities 
in more socially disorganized patis of Jersey City. Similarly, Sherman et al.'s (1989) research 
found that the 73 % of the high-crime areas in Minneapolis, Minnesota did not face any 
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predatory crimes for one year. Therefore, the motives behind the dmg markets which are located 
in some socially disorganized neighborhoods, not in the others, should be explained with a more 
comprehensive theoretical framework. 
· Eck's (1995) model fills the gap that stems from the inadequacy of social disorganization 
theory to explain the criminogenic features behind open-air dmg markets thoroughly. He 
suggests a general model for the spatial distribution of illicit retail markets which is widely 
suppmted by researchers who study the geographical distribution of illicit retail dmg markets 
(Ritter, 2006). According to his model illicit traders, like legal ones, want to secure their 
transactions and access new customers and/or sellers. However, the absence of market 
regulations and the threats from the police like the undercover operations create cmcial risks 
against their goal. Therefore, the central dilemma for illicit retail market is explained by Eck 
(1995) as "The more accessible a pmticipant in the mm·ket is, the less security she or he has" 
(p.72). 
Indeed, open-air drug markets are always threatened by the police and unknown 
customers. Law enforcement agencies may easily observe the transactions through patrol or 
undercover officers. One of the solutions that the dealers have found in response to the risk of 
law enforcement is transfonning into closed markets. The more police threat they are exposed to, 
the more open-air drug markets tend to go underground (Harocopos & Hougl}, 2001). Another 
tactic to overcome the threat from the police is geographical concentration of drug dealers 
according to Kleiman (1993). In that sense, he suggests "being a sole dealer on a corner is far 
riskier than being one of twenty" (p. 112). As a result, both buyers and sellers in open-air drug 
markets take advantage of crowds in the high-level dmg dealing areas in order to decrease law 
enforcement risk. 
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The other kind of threat that open-air drng dealers confront comes from the new 
customers. Such a tlu·eat may occur when the transaction is done unfairly and either seller or 
buyer is dissatisfied at the end. Due to the lack of legal means to solve the conflicts between the 
parties in a transaction, disputes in this form of market are solved through retaliation and 
violence, which sometimes ends in fatalities (Davis & Lurigio, 1996; Moeller & Hesse, 2013). 
· Rengert et al. (2005) emphasize that transitions between indoor and outdoor drug markets stem 
from external threats. For example, a significant number of outdoor dealers turned to indoor 
trade in Philadelphia in 2002-2003 as a result of a considerable effort by the Philadelphia Police. 
Outdoor markets are more sensitive to enforcement actions and are more adaptive. However, 
indoor drug dealers have the advantage of conducting business beyond the eyes of street-level 
law enforcement officers and the requirement of a warrant for the police to search indoor 
premises (Rengert et al., 2005). 
Eck's. (1995) model reveals the ways through which open-air drug dealers tackle the 
security-accessibility dilemma without transforming to closed markets. Namely, he suggests, the 
actors of illicit retail markets have found two main solutions: network and routine activity. These· 
two solutions differ from each other in te1ms of the communication method among the 
participants in the market. In the network solution the participants of the market use a social 
network to communicate and find new patiners. In the latter solution, on the other hand, the 
actors of the market. use the routine activities of everyday life to find better locations to sell and 
buy illicit products. The routine activities solution allows the dealers to· reach new buyers and 
sellers. The number of places where the pa1iicipants can contact each other, and thus, the number 
of potential sales are higher in the routine activities solution. In fact, even mmkets using 
networks to communicate need an open door to their networks to reach new customers. Although 
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they sell in bigger quantities through wholesale dish·ibution networks, they can only sustain the 
chain of trade through retail dmg markets. 
Eck (1995) describes the four geographical characteristics of the illegal markets based on 
the routine activities solution. First of all, they are highly attached to place. The location of the 
market should be known or found easily by potential customers. This factor reduces the mobility 
of dmg dealers and make them attached to certain locations. Therefore, the geographically 
dependent nature of these markets enable the researchers to examine them through spatial means. 
Secondly, the dealers need places which are out of control or controlled by careless people. 
Sometimes they receive the help of place managers to pursue their trade and this is usually 
achieved tln·ough cormption or intimidation. These places are always located in economically 
depressed areas. The lack of social efficacy or social control in a neighborhood is only one of the 
main characteristics of the illicit markets based on the routine activities solution. The dealers 
choose such places to ensure the security of their transactions which is one of the two basic 
prerequisites. 
The other main necessity mentioned by Eck (1995) is ensuring accessibility of the market 
which enables the dealers to find new buyers and sell bigger quantities of dmgs. A socially 
disorganized neighborhood vyhich is not easily accessible cannot create enough opportunities for 
drug dealers even if they are secure places due to the low level ·of social control. That is to say, 
social disorganization cannot predict the location of illegal dmg markets alone without taking. 
into consideration the opportunities which attracts more customers during their routine activities 
(McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007). To facilitate the access of buyers the markets are often located 
along aiierial routes, transpo1tation facilities, and near nodes of high legitimate activities, which 
is the third main feature of illicit retail markets. Finally, such markets need to be close to 
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potential customers. These customers are frequently found among the participants of other kinds 
of illicit activities. Therefore, the places in which an illicit market are located may also include 
other types of illicit markets. For example, an open-air drng market might be near an area in 
which there are a lot of sex-ttade workers, alcohol outlets, or a place where stolen goods are sold 
and bought. Based on these characteristics identified by Eck (1995), four spatial features, which 
are related to open-air drug markets will now be examined. 
The spatial risk factors related to open-air drug dealing 
Weisburd and Green (1994) suggest "the special combination of persons and 
environments brings drug activity to ce1iain points on the city map" (p.74). Such a concentration 
of drug markets and the reason why they concentrate in some places rather than others "begs for 
explanation" (Kleiman, 1993, p.111). The existing literature provides some of the principal 
factors behind the concentration of drng activity in ce1iain places such as proximity to 
prostitution areas (Benson and Matthews, 1995; Eck, 1995; Scott & Dede!, 2006), street robbery 
areas (Eck, 1995; Wright & Decker, 1997), budget motels, coffee shops and bars (McCord & 
Ratcliffe, 2007), transition hubs, aiierial routes, schools, recreation areas, and shopping malls 
(Eck, 1995; McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007; Renge1i et al., 2005; Reuter, 2000), economically 
depressed neighborhoods (Harocopos & Hough, 2011; McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007), lack of 
owner-occupied housing (lack of supervision) (Myhre, 2000), and gun violence (Braga, 2002; 
Moeller &-Hesse, 2013). 
In light of Eck's (1995) model, this study is based on four vital spatial factors that have 
been shown as predictors of the locations of open-air drug markets in the literature. These factors 
are transp01iation facilities (in particular bus stops), alcohol outlets, street-robbery crimes, and 
crimes of solicitation for the purposes of prostitution. There are two reasons for choosing these 
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factors. First, their strong conelation with the routine activities of the actors of drug markets. 
Second, they are compatible with the characteristics of illicit retail markets that were identified 
by Eck (1995) such as accessibility, attachment to place, and proximity to other illicit activities. 
In the following sections, the literature on the spatial relationship between these factors and 
open-air drug markets will be discussed resi:ectively. 
Transportation - Bus Stops 
As discussed in detail above, one of the most significant characteristics of open-air drug 
markets is their accessibility by strangers. According to Eck (1994), open-air drug markets are 
located near transportation facilities such as subway stations, train stations, and bus stops. 
Similarly, Voltz (2000) found a significant relationship between the locations of heroin markets 
and the railway line in Ipswich LGA, Australia. Considering the fact that many drug users who 
buy drugs from these markets are unemployed or have a low level of income, it is not surprising 
to assume that they use public transp01iation to access the markets (Brantingham & 
Brantingham, 1991; McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007). Other than the economic restrictions, ensuring 
the confidentiality of the drug transaction might be a motive to use public transportation for 
accessing the market. In that, aniving at the same area multiple times by the same vehicle which 
does not belong to neighborhood residents might attract the attention and suspicion of the police 
and the residents of the neighborhood. In fact, the aggregation of criminal events around 
transportation facilities does not necessarily result from the offenders' option to use mass transit 
to reach the crime scene. Instead, such a concentration might be a result of the fact that bus stops 
or subway stations are located on main roads and busy areas which also include many crime 
attractors other than transportation hubs (Yu, 2009). 
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Yu (2009) makes two impmiant conclusions by explaining the impact of mass transit on 
the increase of criminal incidents. First, she suggests, increasing accessibility through 
transportation facilities help offenders to extend their 'Journey-to-crime" and find new 
opportunities. Buses and bus stops enable "motivated offenders" to locate these opportunities 
through observing the area and the route. Therefore, proximity to transportation facilities 
becomes vital for the customers of illegal drugs who come from outside the neighborhood that 
involves the drug market (Reuter, 2000). The second mechanism is the pivotal nature of mass 
transit stops or stations that gathers the offenders and targets around them (Y;i, 2009, 10). Based 
on this function, drug dealers locate their market near a transpmiation facility to ensure wider 
accessibility for their customers (McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007). Among the attractors that make the 
actors of the crime scene gather around bus stops are liquor stores, check cashing stores, parking 
lots, alleys, midblock passages, vacant buildings, multi-family housing, and the incivilities such 
as graffiti and littering that might be located in close proximity to bus stops (Block & Block, 
1995; Liggett, Loukaitou-Sideris, & Iseki, 2001; Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999; Yu, 2009) 
Renge1i et al. (2005) draws a scenario for a neighborhood where high level of drug 
activity exists, which explains the relationship between transpo1iation facilities and drug dealing. 
In the first step of this scenario, drug dealers sell their goods to the residents . of the 
neighborhood. As more users support their addiction through these specific dealers, other types 
of crimes, especially "drug-dependent" property crimes such as residential burglary, increase 
around the drug market. As a result of increasing drug activity and drug-relat~d crimes, "family-
oriented" residents tend to move out of the area and the area becomes known as a drug source. 
Thus, customers from other neighborhoods visit the area to buy illegal drugs. In order to attract 
these new buyers, drug dealers seek to find· accessible locations especfally through public 
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transpo1iation. Based on this scenario, it can be concluded that the drug markets suffering from 
lack of local demand in their area have to be located near transportation facilities. In that sense, a 
continuous demand for illegal drugs from other neighborhoods and sufficient supply of drugs can 
be assumed due the need to maximize the dealers' profit and the continuous supply of addicted 
drug users. The necessity of expanding demand motivates drug dealers to operate around bus 
stops, subway stations, or train stations to "maximize sal.es volume by minimizing distance to 
potential customers" (Renge1t et al., 2005, p.50). 
Research conducted in various countries indicates that more than a half of mass transit is 
made on buses (Crime Concem, 2004; Yu, 2009). Durham Region, Ontario has a population as 
608, 124, and ten million passengers use the regional buses per year (DRT Year End Ridership 
Results, 2012). Thus, understanding the impact of bus stops constitutes a vital part of the analysis 
of the relationship between transpmiation hubs and criminal events. However, it is hard to 
estimate to what extent mass transit affects crime due to the difficulties in separating the impacts. 
of bus stops on crime from other facilitators·(Yu, 2009). Ligett et al. (2001) considered the area 
of impact for a bus stop as the points within less than 150 ft distance from it. McCord and 
Ratcliffe (2007) analyzed the clustering of drug anest points around subway stations within the 
. circle of a 400-ft radius. Eck (1994) suggested that the points within two blocks (7 40 ft) distance 
from bus stops are risky in tenns of the existence of an illegal drug market. Indeed, the 
conelation between transpmiation facilities and open-air drug dealing depends on the 
characteristics of the geographic area. Caplan (2011) operationalizes the spatial influence of bus 
stops in terms of their impact on shooting events in Irvington, New Jersey and considers the area 
within 1.5 block distance (550 ft) from bus stops as risky. Because I will use the Risk Tenain 
Modeling in this study consistent with the methodology of Caplan (2011), I will also use a 1.5 
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block distance (550 ft) as a point of reference from bus stops as eligible for the dealers to locate 
open-air drng markets. I will discuss the Risk Tenain Modeling further in the methodology 
section. 
Alcohol outlets 
Research shows that alcohol sale outlets are spatially correlated with illegal drug markets 
(Roncek & Maier, 1991; McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007). McCord & Ratcliffe (2007, p.50) suggest 
"drng and alcohol problems co-locate" in a neighborhood based on their findings showing that 
drug atTests cluster within one block ( 400 ft) distance from beer establishments (used as a term 
which correspond to all alcohol outlets). In addition to this clustering effect, McCord & Ratcliffe 
(2007) found that, holding all other variables constant, illegal drng markets grow in size as they 
get closer to beer establishments. They estimated the size of the markets through the nuinber of 
drng anests within the relevant area. Roncek and Maier (1991) suggest areas· in which liquor 
establishments exist have substantially more crime than those without any alcohol sale point. 
They found that the impact of the number of liquor establishments on the crime level is higher 
than that of some socio-economic factors. Moreover, small changes in the number of these 
businesses result in substantial reductions or increases in crime levels according to Roncek and 
Maier (1991). Some studies, on the other hand, emphasize the overlapping effects of illegal drug 
markets and alcohol outlets on the spatial distribution of violent crimes in a neighborhood 
(Bane1jee et al., 2008; Lipton et al., 2013). 
There are a variety of reasons behind the spatial relationship between alcohol sale points 
and crime are argued in the literature. Most of the studies that focus on these reasons are based 
on routine activities theory of Cohen and Felson (1979), which suggests that crime occurs where 
motivated offenders, suitable targets, and the absence of capable guardians are seen together. 
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They consider bars and taverns as one of the possible intersections where offenders and victims 
co-exist during their routine activities. According to Roncek and Maier (1991), the fact that 
patrons of bars and taverns have cash with them attracts the sellers of illegal goods. In addition, 
as one of the main crime-attractor places, these venues may be visited by non-residents of a 
neighborhood who are prone to buy or sell illegal drugs or commit other types of crimes 
(Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995). The lack of social control in such places due to the impact 
of alcohol may also increase the level of crime including illegal drug dealing (Hirschi, 2002). 
Crowds in bars, clubs, and taverns can also make the guardianship of these places difficult which 
may in turn result in high level of crime (Roncek & Maier, 1991). Another reason for alcohol 
sale points being a crime attractor place is the fact that they generally do their business at night 
when the streets are relatively empty and unsafe (Roncek & Pravatiner, 1989). 
Besides the studies that explain the reasons why alcohol outlets increase crime level in a 
neighborhood, some research indicates specifically why such places are related to increasing 
level of illegal drug dealing. First of all, most drug users also drink alcohol, which makes them 
potential customers for drug sellers who can be found around alcohol outlets (Best et al., 2000; 
McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007; Wadsw01ih, Moss, Simpson, & Smith, 2004; Johnson, Williams, Dei, 
& Sanabria, 1990). Best et al. (2000) conducted research among London adolescents that showed 
drug involvement is observed mostly in those who drink or smoke tobacco. Furthermore, 80 % 
of drinkers and tobacco smokers have used illicit drugs at least once and 45.7 % of them have 
done so within the last month. The second reason for the co-existence of illicit drugs and alcohol 
sales in the same areas might be that alcohol outlets are often venues for sellers and buyers of 
illegal drugs. As Eck's model (1995) suggested, as discussed previously, such places might be 
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close to illicit retail markets to resolve the. accessibility-security dilemma of drng sellers tlu-ough 
routine activities solution. 
Street Robbery 
The third factor which is spatially related to open-air drug dealings is street robbery. 
There is some strong evidence in the literature supporting the geographic correlation between 
these two crimes. Wright and Decker (1997) suggest that neighborhoods suffering from high 
robbery rates have many related social problems including widespread alcohol and drng abuse. 
In these areas illegal drngs like crack cocaine and heroin are sold openly and usually by youths, 
which also attracts non-resident customers. Baumer, Lauritsen, Rosenfeld, and Wright (1998) 
analyzed the crime rates in 142 cities U.S. in 1980s during which robbery cases increased by 
22.8 %. They concluded that cities with higher crack cocaine usage have higher robbery rates. 
Similarly, Berg (2009) found a positive correlation between the increasing robbery rates and 
street level drng dealing in his research in Kentucky, U.S. He suggests that the lack of infmmal 
social controls indirectly predicts increasing robbery crimes; and illegal drng market activity is 
the bridging factor in this indirect relationship. Based on the results of their interviews with 
armed robbers, Wright and Decker (1997) concluded that the robbers spend most of their time in 
neighborhoods where open-air drng dealing and street comer drng dealing is "a prominent 
feature of the social landscape and paii of their daily lives" (p.63). 
Some drng users go round in a vicious circle between robbery and buying illegal drugs. 
As they need more drngs they tend to commit more robbery. Research demonstrates that 29 % of 
the arrested thieves in the United Kingdom are heroin or cocaine users and it is estimated that 
almost 60 % of the ill-gotten profit gained by selling stolen goods are coming from these drng-
addicted users (Sutton, 2010; Sutton, Hodgkinson, & Levi, 2008). Wright and Decker (1997) 
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asked fifty-nine armed robbers what they do generally with the proceeds of the crime they 
committed. Only nineteen offenders claimed that they commit this crime to sustain their daily 
needs such as food, shelter, and child care. Forty of them, however, admitted that they "used 
most of the cash to initiate or sustain various forms of illicit action, including gambling, drug 
use, and heavy drinking" (p.35). Furthermore, some of them noted that they spent the majority of 
their illicitly gained money on alcohol and drngs. One of the robbers they interviewed explained 
the motives behind committing street robbery of a drug user as following: 
I'm walking around, sometimes I have any money in my pocket I go get high, buy a bag 
of [marijuana], a forty-ounce malt liquor or something. Get high.and then I ain't got no 
more money and then the highness makes you statt thinking until you go out and do [a 
robbery]. It just makes me upset, angry, mad, jealous... cause I ain't got the stuff that 
[others] got. (Wright & Decker, 1997, p.36) 
Open-air drng dealers might frequently become the victims or targets of street robbery 
due to the cash and drugs they usually carry with them (Bernasco & Block, 2009; Braga, Hureau, 
& Papachristos, 2011). However, Topalli, Wright, and Fornango (2002) suggest, drug dealers 
who are robbed cannot benefit from the criminal justice system as victims as a result of their own 
illicit status. Instead, they resort to retaliation as a means of maintaining justice and deterrence. 
Thirty-five of the armed robbers· who were interviewed by Wright and Decker (1997) declared 
that they prefer to rob drug dealers. These robbers said they either rob the drugs sold by the 
dealers or the cash earned through drng dealing. One of the offenders told the authors: "After I 
robbed my first dope (drug) dealer, I suddenly discovered that I didn't need any money to cop 
my drugs" (Wright & Decker, 1997, p.63). Another aimed robber declared that he went beyond 
just robbing the dmgs and said: 
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I like robbing them drng dealers because it satisfies two thing for me: my thirst for drngs 
and the financial aspect. I can actually pay my rent, pay for my car, and thing like that 
too" (Wright & Decker, 1997, p.63). 
Bemasco and Block (2009) argue the drug dealers' inability to report to the police their 
victimization is one of the main reasons why robbers prefer robbing them. Although drug dealers 
might be more dangerous than "law-abiding victims" and even likely to can-y guns, their 
invisibility to the criminal justice system as victims attracts robbers substantially. 
The ninety-six percent of the robbers interviewed by Wright and Decker (1997) admitted 
they had committed other types of crimes including theft, burglary, assault, and drug selling. In 
particular, fifty percent of them were involved in drng sales. They said that they had tried to sell 
drngs earlier to survive, but they found robbery less dangerous and more profitable. However, 
some of them were still doing both drug selling and robbery when the research was conducted. 
Sutton (2010) considers the act of theft not as the end of the crime, but the beginning of it. 
According to him, there are two objectives of stealing: the first is stealing a valuable item and the 
second is selling or trading it. However, the action is not completed with these two steps. For 
most thieves, the final goal is acquiring something else, which is often drngs or alcohol, with the 
money eamed through these transactions. Moreover, some thieves buy illegal drug in exchange 
for stolen goods according to Sutton et al. (2008). Sutton (2010) points out that stolen goods are 
sold locally within the areas where they are stolen and within thirty minutes of their theft. This 
behaviour relates to the idea that the ill-gotten money through robbery is used to acquire the 
desired good, including illegal drngs, not far from the point of theft. In that sense, drug markets 
may be located near cash-providing businesses such as pawnshops and cheque-cashing centres 
which can be used by robbers to convert stolen goods into cash easily (McCord & Ratcliffe, 
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2007). Bernasco and Block (2009) found that the presence of illegal drugs and prostitution 
markets made pa1iicular areas more attractive to robbers. Therefore, it can be inferred that the 
robbers' area selection is affected by their urgent need for drugs or money which makes them rob 
near open-air drug markets. 
Prostitution 
The fourth spatial factor behind open-air drug markets is prostitution. Drug and sex 
markets have similarities in terms of their serious costs for the community through the 
destruction of public disorder, public health, and .involvement of youthful residents (May, 
Edmunds, & Hough, 1999). Beyond their similar social costs, street prostitution and street-level 
drug dealing are often linked in the research literature (Scott & Dede!, 2006). First of all, the 
geographic recognition of prostitution sites by their clients is as impmiant as that of open-air 
drug markets which is discussed above. Scott and Dede! (2006) emphasize the dynamic nature of 
street prostitution markets, in that they can emerge, expand, stabilize, and disappear depending 
on the changing life routines in an area. However, it is important for such markets to have a 
location that is well known by clients. 
The second and most impmiant relationship between the two illicit markets is their 
spatial proximity. The geographic features of street prostitution areas share many similarities to 
open-air drug markets. Scott and Dede! (2006) describe sex markets as small, less than a square 
mile areas, located in industrial sites or declining neighborhoods and/or near major thoroughfares 
and transpo1iation hubs. In addition, street prostitution markets can be close to motels and hotels, 
parking lots, alleys, abandoned buildings, and most importantly open-air drug markets (Scott & 
Dede!, 2006). The majority of these features are counted among the spatial characteristics of the 
neighborhoods that include open-air drug markets. In McKeganey and Barnard's fieldwork 
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(1992) "Glasgow's main red light area" (meaning prostitution area) in 1991, this co-existence 
between drug dealing and prostitution is described by the authors in the following words: "It is 
hardly surprising that drugs were a prominent feature of the red light area. Drugs were for sale in 
the area and money was being made to buy them" (p.404). Similarly, one of the prostitutes who 
were interviewed by May et al. ( 1999) explained the proximity of the drug selling points to their 
work place as: 
Wherever you find a prostitµte you will find a drug seller looking for quick money. 
Wherever you find a drug seller standing selling his drugs you'll find a prostitute looking 
for the drugs. (May et al. 1999, p.33) 
The interdependency of drug and sex markets to sustain their businesses is another factor 
which supports arguments regarding the spatial relationship between the two activities. The drug 
addiction of the workers and clients of sex markets is the main motive behind this 
interdependency. Scott and Dede! (2006) suggest that the prices in street prostitution markets can 
drop due to the desperate crack cocaine addiction of prostitutes and they can even exchange sex 
directly for drugs. The main reason for involvement in prostitution is to meet the financial needs. 
Research indicates illegal drugs, mainly methamphetamine, cocaine, or heroin, are among the 
basic needs that are met tlu·ough prostitution (Benson & Matthews, 1995; Hunter & May, 2004; 
Romero-Daza, Weeks, & Singer, 2003; Scott & Dede!, 2006; Wright & Decker, 1997). Scott and 
Dede! (2006) suggest some prostitutes become addicted after their involvement in prostitution. 
There are a number of research studies that estimate the percentage of drug-user prostitutes 
ranging between 6 % and 83 % according to Benson and Matthews (1995). On the other hand, 
Hunter and May (2004) refer to eight different research results on the drug usage percentage of 
prostitutes in various cities of the UK and the results vaiy between 58 % and 100 %. 
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May et al. (1999) conducted three case studies of areas where semi-open drug markets 
and street-based sex markets co-existed. The authors did this through interviews with the actors 
of both markets and police officers. They suggested that the existence of the sex market 
stimulated the development of the crack-cocaine market in one of these areas. According to their 
estimation, between two-thirds and three quaiiers of the prostitutes might be drng-dependent. 
The median weekly income of the prostitutes in these markets and their median weekly drug 
expenditures show the level of drug addiction (Table-1 ). Hunter and May (2004) suggest off-
street prostitution sites do not tolerate "chaotic or problematic drug misuse" due to police threat, 
which in tum results in a transition of the prostitutes to street-based sex markets where they can 
find and use drugs freely. 
Table-1 The weekly income and drug expenditures of sex workers (May et al., 1999, 14) 
Name of the sex Number of Median weekly Median weekly 
market prostitutes income from spend for drugs 
rostitution 
Midtown 22 £450 £300 
Oldport 25 £700 £525 
City Way 20 £600 £600 
In one of these three case studies, where the sex market was operating "within a sh01i 
walk" from the drng market, May et al. (1999) disclosed that prostitutes were playing imp01iant 
roles in the development of the drug market. They were using drugs with their clients, selling 
drugs to them or buying from the drug market on their behalf, introducing them to chug sellers, 
and sometimes accepting drugs as payment for sex. May et al. (1999) consider crack as a 
facilitator of sex work which makes the sex market pah·ons ideal clients also for drug markets. In 
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addition, some drug dealers were found to take an active role in the management of the sex 
market. For example, May et al. (1999) observed that some drug sellers were acting as "pimps" 
who set up transactions between prostitutes and clients. Therefore, a kind of "interdependency" 
is developed between the two markets through which both benefit from each other, but the 
community seriously suffer from this mutual life. (May et al., 1999). 
This chapter has outlined various definitions of open-air drng markets, the mam 
characteristics of these markets, a theoretical discussion of their spatial dimension, and four 
spatial factors that are selected in this study as the indicators of the locations of open-air drug 
markets. The following chapter will review the methodology utilized in this thesis. 
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Chapter II: Methodology 
In this study, Risk Te1Tain Modeling (RTM) is used to examine the spatial influence of 
the criminogenic factors behind open-air drug markets, which are alcohol outlets, bus stops, 
street robbery cases, and prostitution cases. Before starting to describe the steps taken to achieve 
this goal, RTM must be explained. Additionally, this chapter will explain why this model was 
chosen for this study, and what kind of advantages it brings to. research in this area. This chapter 
will begin with discussing these questions. Then, the research design and data used in the 
research will be described. Finally, the application of the model to this study's research question 
will be explained step by step with the aid of maps. 
Risk Terrain Modeling 
Based on the concepts of environmental criminology such as "environmental backcloth" 
and "opportunity" (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1981; Cohen & Felson, 1979; Cohen, Kluegel, 
& Land, 1981), Caplan and Kennedy (2010) developed RTM as an alternative of retrospective 
hotspot method in spatial criminological research. The hotspot method is based on the idea that 
"crime will most likely occur precisely where it did in the past" and has been the prominent way 
of spatial crime analysis and research technique (Caplan & Kennedy, 2010, 27). However, 
Caplan et al. (2011) suggest that the hotspot model has some limitations resulting in a low-level 
of applicability in crime research and policing. Research based on the hotspot method informs us 
about where crime clusters, but it does not explain why it is clustered in certain locations and 
what kind of factors predicts the location of these hotspots. On the other hand, RTM "offers a 
new and statistically valid way to articulate and communicate crime-prone areas at the micro 
level according to the spatial influence of criminogenic features" (Caplan, 2011, p.68). This 
distinguishing speciality of RTM is one of the reasons why I chose .it as the methodology of the 
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current research study. Additionally, RTM has not been used in any other published studies in 
the analysis of open-air drng markets. Therefore, this study will be the first using this method in 
this particular jurisdiction. 
In RTM, crime generators and crime attractors, which constitute the "environmental 
backcloth" of an area (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1981); or crime opportunities such as 
suitable targets or lack of capable guardianship (Cohen & Felson, 1979) are operationalized to 
use in crime analysis, especially in forecasting the locations of criminal events. That is to say, the 
spatial impact of the factors related to a specific kind of crime is calculated with special 
techniques and software, geographic information systems (GIS), to identify their predictive 
power. Opportunity theories and routine activity theories explain the conditions in which crime is 
likely to occur. More significantly, Eck's (1994) theoretical model for the geography of illicit 
retail markets, which constitutes the theoretical background of the current research, defines the 
locations of such markets according to the routine activities of the actors of the markets as 
discussed previously. However, to apply these theories researchers need to focus on forecasting 
future crimes by using the previously mentioned conditions as predictors. RTM provides the 
basis for operatiohalizing the spatial influence of the risk factors behind particular crimes and 
forecasting the locations of future crimes. In that sense, RTM is compatible with the theoretical 
arguments ofEck's (1995) model from a methodological stance, which makes it suitable to use 
in thisTesearch study. 
The key concept in this model is "risk", which is "the likelihood of an event occurring" 
and dete1mined according to the impact of relevant criminogenic factors (Caplan, 2011, p.68). 
Caplan et al. (2011) define geographic risk values of places as the measure of their potential for a 
crime event to occur that can increase or decrease according to the characteristics and · 
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interactions between ce1iain factors. The risk factors behind the specific type of crime are 
identified through a literature review, professional experience, and/or meta-analysis of research 
results. Then, each risk factor is operationalized to a geographic area in a separate map layer 
using GIS based on their presence, proximity, or. intensity in each spatial unit throughout a given 
geography. The usage of GIS provides researchers a basis for creating visual narratives of the 
spatial factors behind crimes (Caplan, 2011). After creating various separate map layers for each 
factor, the layers are combined in a single risk terrain map where each spatial unit has a unique 
risk value. Spatial unit refers to the environmental unit of analysis in a given area where acts of 
crime and the factors behind them aggregate in different levels (Oberwittler & Wikstrom, 2009). 
· In this study, the spatial units of analysis are identified as cells, which will be discussed further 
below in this section. Each separate risk map layer adds to the overall predictive validity of the 
composite risk terrain map. Therefore, the risk value of the spatial unit becomes the independent 
variable that predicts the occurrence of crime in the future. Such a prediction is not based on the 
"police statistics that repmied crimes occurred there yesterday", but on the idea that 
"environmental conditions are ripe for crime to occur there tomorrow" (Caplan et al., 2011, 
p.365). 
Caplan et al. (2011) applied RTM to the shooting events in Irwington, New Jersey. By 
comparing it with the reh·ospective.hotspot crime analysis, they showed the superiority ofRTM 
in te1ms of forecasting future events and having significant predictive validity. The risk factors 
behind the shooting events were identified as residences of known gang members, retail business 
infrastructure, and drug arrests. The data of these risk factors and shooting events were divided 
into three periods: January to June 2007 (Period 1 ), July to December 2007 (Period 2), and 
January to June 2008 (Period 3). When they operationalized the data on the risk factors, created 
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separate risk map layers, and then combined them into a risk terrain map, they found that the 
spatial risk values in each period significantly predicted the locations of shooting events in the 
next period. The predictive power of the risk maps was not only illustrated visually, but also was 
explained tlu·ough logistic regression analysis. On the other hand, retrospective hotspot maps 
which were created for each period to show the distribution and clustering of shooting events 
could not predict the events occun'ing in the next period as significantly as risk terrain maps did. 
In pmiicular, the top 10 % high-risk places in the risk te1rnin map for Period 1 predicted 42 % of 
the shooting events in the Period 2, whereas the clustering of shooting events in the hotspot map 
could predict only 21 % of the shooting events for the same periods. This m.,:ans the predictive 
power ofRTM was twice that of the retrospective hotspot map. 
There are three ways to operationalize the spatial influence of criminogenic features in 
RTM: (1) presence or absence of features, (2) density of features, or (3) distance from features 
(Caplan, 2011). Each one is applicable to any criminogenic feature, but some methods are more 
appropriate than others for cetiain features. First, the presence of a feature in a city, 
neighborhood, or a specific area might increase the level of risk in tetms of a particular kind of 
crime. For example, existence of a prostitution area in a street is a risk factor for high level of 
drng dealing. Calculating the density of certain features is another way of operationalizing them. 
The likelihood of the occummce of crimes may increase where cetiain features are concentrated. 
Caplan (2011) showed that shooting events are more likely to happen in areas where the density 
of bars, clubs, fast-food restaurants, and liquor stores are high, in that 34 % of the shooting 
events in Irwington, New Jersey occutTed in places with density value above one standard 
deviation. 
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Distance from a pmiicular criminogenic feature might also be considered as a way of 
operationalizing the spatial influence. That is to say, proximity of a place to a criminogenic 
feature increases the risk of crime. For instance, the points within one and half block (550 feet) 1 
distance from a bus stop have a high risk in terms of shooting events (Caplan, 2011 ). By using 
one of these three ways the spatial influence of criminogenic features, which is theoretically well 
known, can be operationalized to use in spatial criminological research or crime analysis of 
police services. 
Research Design and Data Description 
The study area of this research is the Durham Region, Ontario which is located on the 
n01ih shore of Lake Ontario within the Greater Toronto Area. The population of the Region has 
doubled since 1976 to 561,258. There are eight municipalities in the Region: Ajax, Brock, 
Clarington, Oshawa, Pickering, Scugog, Uxbridge, and Whitby (Durham Region, 2009). Heagle 
and Scott (2008) define the region as "a bedroom community for commuters to the City of 
Toronto" and "a hometown for those who work in the Durham Region" (p.30). Oshawa is the 
.most populous township of the region with a population of 141,590 and the locomotive of the 
region's economy through the automotive manufacturing sector giants (Heagle & Scott, 2008). 
Besides, it houses the only university of the region, the University of Ontario Institute of 
Technology, which was established in Oshawa in 2002. The University has two campuses; one is 
spread across the downtown of Oshawa as separate buildings and the other is located in n01ih. 
Oshawa (Durham Region, 2009). 
Drug usage is a prevalent problem of the Durham Region, especially for the City of 
Oshawa. Crack, cocaine, methamphetamine, OxyContin, and marijuana are the mostly used 
1 The imperial measurement system is used in this study, because the original resources on RTM and the literature 
used in this study is based on that. 
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drugs in the region (Heagle & Scott; 2008). According to Sgt. Colin Shaw, who works in the 
COPR (Centralized Oshawa Problem-based Response) unit of the DRPS, there are some areas in 
the region where "drugs, panhandlers, and prostitution might leave pedestrians feeling nervous or 
unsafe" (Vyhnak, 20Q8). Due to the proximity of the region to the City of Toronto (see Figure-1 
for the location of the D1;1rham Region within the Greater Toronto Area), the area is highly 
affected by the "sociological and drug-related criminal issues" of this metropolitan city (Heagle 
& Scott; 2008, p.31). In the City of Toronto, there was a 19 % increase in drug-related charges 
between 2007 and 2012, despite the 10 % decrease in violent crimes and 18 % decrease in other 
offences (Toronto Police Service, 2013). It can be assumed that Durham Region has been 
affected by such an increase in the drug flux in its neighbor areas. 
LAKI! ONTARIO 
Figure-1: The location of Durham Region within the Greater Toronto Area 
(Durham Region, 2015). 
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The amount of seized illegal drugs in the Durham Region and its smrnunding area 
demonstrates the level of activity. In 2013, DRPS made 1531 drug-related atTests and seized 
58,033.04 grams of marihuana (and 9,032 plants), 3077.64 grams of cocaine, and 2243.1 grams 
of crack with a total street value of$ 11,967,221.90 (DRPS, n.d.). One of the police operations 
on illegal drugs in 2013 disclosed the largest drug production laboratory that has ever been seen 
in Ontario which is only 118 kilometres away from Oshawa with $5 million wmih of illegal 
drugs (Shum, 2013). The situation of the drug dealing in Oshawa was explained by Sgt. John 
Pai·kinson who leads Durhani Regional Police's Central East Target Team in an interview 
published in a regional newspaper. According to Mr. Parkinson the drug dealing in Oshawa is 
not "a gang problem or an organized crime problem", but it is held by "just entrepreneurial 
dealers who see the demand" in the ai·ea. In addition, he made note of the concentration of crack 
cocaine in the region by declaring that it is "everywhere" and "remains the number one drug 
downtown". He noted-that the cocaine arrives to Canada from any po1i, reaches Durham Region, 
and is diluted with baking soda within the region to niake it ready to use. Then it is sold on the 
streets between $1,200 and $1,500 per ounce (Zochodne, 2013). 
Based on the prevalence of the drug problem in the region and the location of my 
university, Durham Region is selected as the research area of the current study. The surface area 
of the region is 974.14 square miles. The units of analysis for this study ai·e identified as cells 
with a size 100 ft. by 100 ft. Contraiy to the early research in environmental criminology, such 
small environmental units are widely preferred in contemporary spatial criminological research 
in order to avoid the heterogeneous nature of greater geographi~s. That is to say, smaller units of 
analysis like cells are considered as the most homogenous ones in terms of the distribution of 
crime and criminogenic features which is usually distributed in space non-randomly (Oberwittler 
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& Wikstrom, 2009). Another advantage of using smaller cells in a spatial research is ensuring the 
smooth and coarse view of raster maps that will be created at the end of the analysis. As Caplan 
(2011) notes "the smaller the cell size, the smoother the map will be" like a high quality-TV 
screen with smaller pixels (p.65). The third reason for choosing such a small .unit size is the fact 
that it is big enough for crime events to happen within and small enough to concentrate the 
resources and police interventions for prevention (Kennedy, Caplan, & Piza, 2011). 
Selection of the optimum aerial unit to perform a spatial criminological analysis is also 
impo1iant in terms of the policy implications that will be derived from the results of the research. 
In that sense, 1OOx100 foot cells are appropriate for the arrangement of allocating, for example, 
police patrols according to the results of analysis. In addition, such an area can be "clearly visible 
within seconds by a police officer on foot, encapsulated as 'having a look around', having 
stopped a patrol vehicle in an area of potential interest" (Johnson, Bowers, Birks, & Pease, 2009, 
p.172). To sum up with Caplan and Kennedy's (2010) words: "lOOxlOO foot cells were the 
smallest area that our computers could process reasonably fast and, for the purposes of this risk 
terrain modeling" (p. 48). 
After reporting the demographic and geographic characteristics of the research area, the 
following paragraphs will describe the data used in this study. The criminogenic factors behind 
open-air drng markets were identified through existing literature. As discussed above, bus stops, 
alcohol outlets, street robbery, and prostitution anests were selected among the various risk 
factors that have been considered as predictors of illegal drng activity in the literature. The 
dependent variable was identified as drng an·est locations. Police drug arrest data was used to 
locate open-air drng markets on the city map. The existing literature suggests, police drng arrests 
is a valid indicator of the level of drug· dealing and a "proxy measure of drng sales" in a 
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neighborhood (Baumer et al., 1998; Caplan & Kennedy, 2011; McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007; 
Warner & Coomer, 2003). According to Bemasco and Block (2009) police anest data for both 
drug and prostitution crimes reflect the amount of street-level dealing "although some illegal 
market activities may be pursued indoors and go unnoticed by the public and the police" (p. I 06). 
Rengert et al. (2000) used police drug arrest data to identify spatial concentrations of 
illegal drug sales, although they noted a limitation of this data in that police may arrest dealers 
while an illegal market is still operating. This might result in minor variations when researchers 
are locating open-air markets, which· can be. disregarded if the number of cases is large enough. 
Weisburd and Lonaine (1994) triangulated the police arrest data with the perception of citizens 
about the locations of street-level drug markets. They collected the data on citizen perception 
through community survey responses and a narcotics phone-in. In this way, the citizens are 
requested to locate the drug sale points in their blocks. As a result, it was found that the 
intersections defined by the citizens as drug sale points were adjacent to locations based on the 
police anest data. Warner and Coomer (2003) also reached similar results by comparing police 
anest data and residents' reported levels of visible drng dealing in their neighborhoods. 
In this study, the data on police drug street robbery, and prostitution atTests, and licenced 
alcohol sales business locations were obtained from DRPS. The datasets include the locations 
and times of 5 ,297 drug anests, 234 prostitution arrests, 711 street robbery cases, and the 
locations of 553 alcohol outlets in the Durham Region. In Table-2 the location types of police 
drug atTests are given. The majority of the arrests were made in open (public) places, which is 
another illustrates the validity of drug arrest data for estimating the locations of open-air drug 
markets. 
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Table-2: Descriptive Statistics for Drug Arrest Location Types 
Frequency ·Percent 
Streets, roads, highways · · 2426 45.8 
Parking lots 759 14.3 
Open areas 458 8.6 
Single home, house 345 6.5 
Dwelling unit 323 6.1 
. Schools during supervised activity 231 4.4 
Private property 215 4.1 
Schools during not supervised activity 177 3.3 
Other commercial I corporate places 138 2.6 
Unknown 67 1.3 
Commercial dwelling unit 46 0.9 
Bar, restaurant 30 0.6 
Other places 82 1.6 
Total 5297 100 
In Table-3 the types of criminal cases in which illegal drugs were arrested are given. 
Possession of drugs constitutes 73 % of all cases, followed by trafficking and drug production. 
Within the "other crimes" category in which drugs were also found nearby the main crime, there 
are various types of crimes including assault, possession of weapons, breaking and. entering 
dwelling or business, fraud, possession of stolen property, robbery, threats, theft of motor 
vehicle. 
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Table-3: Descriptive Statistics for Types of Crimes in Drug Arrests 
Frequency Percent 
Dmgs-cannabis-possession 3151 59.5 
Dmgs-cocaine-possession 413 7.8 
Dmgs-cannabis-trafficking 399 7.5 
Dmgs-other-possesssion 301 5.7 
Drugs-cocaine-trafficking 285 5.4 
Dmgs-cannabis-production 225 4.2 
Other crimes 570 10.4 
Total 5297 100 
In Table-4 the types o~ locations for street robbery cases are given. Forty four percent of 
these cases occu!Ted on streets, roads, or highways. Other locations in which street robbery cases 
frequently occurred are open areas, parking lots, schools, and private propetiies. In Table-5 the 
types of criminal cases in which prostitution related arrests were made are given. It is worth 
noting that 7. 7 % percent of the cases are related to possession of illegal drugs. 
The spatial data on alcohol outlets used in this study refers to alcohol sales locations in 
the Durham Region, which are licenced by the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario 
(AGCO). The AGCO is the agency regulating the sale, service, and consumption of alcohol 
beverages in Ontario and repotis to the Canadian Ministty of the Attorney General. The AGCO 
conducts also the inspection and investigation works under the Liquor Licence Act in patinership 
with local police services (AGCO, n.d.). The data includes the locations of 553 alcohol outlets 
licenced by the AGCO throughout the region. 
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Table-4: Descriptive Statistics for Street Robbery Cases Location Types 
Frequency Percent 
Streets, roads, highways 313 44 
Open areas 151 21.2 
Parking lots 76 10.7 
Schools during not supervised activity 33 4.6 
Unknown 32 4.5 
Private property 29 4:1 
Other commercial I corporate places 16 2.3 
Single home, house 14 2 
Dwelling unit 10 1.4 
Schools during supervised activity 10 1.4 
Other places 27 3.6 
Total 711 100 
The data on bus stop locations, Durham Region single line road network map, and outline 
map were received from the Durham Regional Municipality. The main public transportation 
method within Durham Region is bus services of Durham Region Transit. More than 10 million 
people ride these buses per year (Durham Region Transit, 2012). Throughout the region, there 
are 2, 770 bus stops. Other than regional buses, GO Transit buses arid trains also operate in the 
region and connect it to the Greater Toronto Area. Almost ten percent (9.7 %) of bus stops serve 
both for regional buses and GO Transit buses. Only 22 bus stops (0.8 % of all bus stops) serve 
just for the GO Transit buses. There are four GO Train stations on highway 401 passing through 
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the region. There are also bus stops with the train station, enabling transfers from regional buses 
to trains. Therefore, the data obtained from Durham Region Transit Service represents all public 
transportation stops and stations within the area. 
Table-5: Descripti.ve Statistics for Types of Crimes in Prostitution Cases 
Frequency Percent 
Prostitution crimes 195 83.3 
Drugs-cocaine-possession 7 3 
Drugs-cannabis-possession 6 2.6 
Drugs-other-possession 5 2.1 
Trafficking in persons 4 1.7 
Breach bail 3 1.3 
Possession of weapons 3 1.3 
Other crimes 11 4.7 
Total 234 100 
Analysis of the Data: The Application of the Risk Terrain Modeling 
In this part of the methodology section the steps taken to analyze the data and to map the 
results will be described. First, the methods used to operationalize the spatial data on the 
criminogenic features behind open-air drug markets will be shown through separate maps. Then, 
the creation of the composite Risk TelTain Map with special techniques and software will be 
explained. I will show how the Risk Terrain Map helps to forecast the crime-prone areas or the 
areas which will be risky in terms of drug dealing in the future. Finally, the predictive validity of 
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the model of this study will be illustrated both visually by maps and statistically through logistic 
regression and negative binomial regression. 
All the data used in this study was obtained as geocoded other than alcohol sales points. 
Geocoding refers to "the process of assigning latitude and longitude values for each call location 
in the dispatch detail file" (Gale & Holleran, 2011). Therefore, first I geocoded the alcohol 
outlets data. The 516 out of 553 places were geocoded by using the geocoding tool of ArcGIS, 
which is ihe software used in this analysis. Only 7 % of the alcohol outlets were dismissed due to 
the inco11'ectness of the addresses. Then each data set, which was in excel format originally, was 
conve1ted to map layers and five different map layers were created showing the distribution of 
criminogenic features and drng a11'ests on the map. Figure-2, Figure-3, Figure-4, and Figure-5 
show the distribution of features in separate maps. 
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Figure-2: Distribution of bus stops 
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Figure-3: Distribution of alcohol outlets 
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Figure-5: Distribution of Prostitution 
Cases (2011) 
The purpose of using RTM is to forecast future crime-prone areas. Thus, the data was 
divided into three yearly periods. The selection of time periods in RTM is important to create 
meaningful results which can be considered in decision making processes (Caplan & Kennedy, 
2010). First, the data for 2011 (Period 1) was analyzed to predict the locations of open-air drug 
markets that can occur in 2012 (Period 2). Then the data for 2012 was analyzed to forecast those 
which are likely to occur in 2013 (Period 3). Therefore, the validity of the model was tested by 
applying the same methodology for two different periods. 
To operationalize the spatial influence of criminogenic features, the spatial analyst tools 
of ArcGIS were used. First, the distance tool was used to operationalize the spatial influence of 
alcohol outlets and bus stops, because the proximity of a place to these facilities increases the 
risk of that place having open-air drug markets. In that, the points within less than 1 block (370 
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feet) distance from alcohol outlets and those within less than 1,5 block (550 feet) distance from 
bus stops are considered as highly risky. The remaining area is considered as not risky. Figure-6 
and Figure-7 show the maps that operationalize the spatial influences of alcohol outlets and bus 
stops respectively. 
The density tool was used to operationalize the street robbery and prostitution cases, 
because areas with high concentrations of these crimes will be at a greater risk for having open-
air drng markets. Thus, a density map was created showing the level of concentration of these 
crimes in each cell. The level of density is classified according to the standard deviational 
breaks. The cells which have more than 2 SD (standard deviation) density of robbery cases and 
those which have more than 2 SD density of prostitution cases are considered as highly risky. 
The remaining area is considered not risky. Caplan and Kennedy (2010) used the SD breaks in 
the classification of density values due to the fact that "it is not affected by positively skewed 
distributions or outliers, and it is statistically meaningful" (p. 48). In addition, standard deviation 
can be compared across different maps, which makes this method analytically advantageous 
(Caplan & Kennedy, 2010). Figure-8 and Figure-9 show the maps that operationalize the spatial 
influences of street robbery and prostitution cases respectively. Therefore, four separate risk 
maps were created, each one showing the risky and not risky areas in terms of the related 
criminogenic feature. 
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l\lcohol Outlets (Operationalized) 
<VALUE> 
l2¥i2I o -310 (High risk) 
- 370.0000001 -52.114.20313 
(Low risk) 
Bus Stops (Operationalized) 
<VALUE> 
l>·'!C'j 0 _ 550 (High risk) 
- 550.0000001 - 52.809. t835:9 
(Low risk) 
Figure-6: The alcohol outlets operationalized Figure-7: The bus stops operationalized 
Street Robbery-2011 (Operationalized) 
<VALUE> 
CJ o-o.oooocoo74 (Low risk) 
- 0.00C000074- O.OOOC0106' (High risk) 
Figure-8: Street Robbery Operationalized 
Prostitution-2011 (Operationalized) 
<VALUE> 
D 0-0.0000000•• (Low risk) 
111111111 o.ooooooo•s-o.oooco2n• (High risk) 
.. , .• . .. ---'../' 
Figure-9: Prostitution Operationalized 
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After creating the separate risk maps, the cells in these maps were given risk values. By 
using the reclassifying tool, the map layers were reclassified and each cell was given risk values 
as "1" or "O"; in that 1 indicates risky areas and 0 indicates not risky areas. Caplan and Kennedy 
(2010) suggest risk can be quantified with positive, negative, low or high ordinal values. As 
discussed above, the term "risk" refers here to the likelihood of a drug anest occurring in a 
certain place. Then, four reclassified risk maps were combined in a unique risk tenain map 
through the raster calculation tool of ArcGIS as shown in Figure-JO. The separate risk maps 
could be summed together, because the size of the cells and the risk levels in each cell are the 
same for every single map. The finally produced risk terrain map (Figure~ 11) has also the same 
cell size but has more risk values ranging between "O" and "4'', which represents the summation 
of separate risk factors. For example, if a cell has a risk value of "O", it means that none of the 
risk factors has spatial influence on this cell. If a cell is spatially influenced by all of the four risk 
factors, it will have a risk value of "4". The spatial influence of each criminogenic feature was 
assumed to be the same. That is to say, being in a place which has a high density of street 








Figure-10: Summation of 
separate risk map layers 
Durham Region RTM 
(2011 Data) 




111114 (Highest risk) 
Figure-11: Final Risk Terrain Map with 2011 data 
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The final risk te1Tain map (Figure-11) shows the risk level for each cell on the map 
ranging between 0 and 4. In other words, the cells were classified within this range in terms of 
the likelihood of including an open-air drug market in the future. When the risk terrain map, 
created by using 2011 data, is combined with the drug arrest locations of the following year, 
2012, the predictive power of the method is clearly illustrated. Drug arrests cluster more around 
the highest risk areas, while the low risk areas include less or no drug atTests (Figure- 12). 
•-·· ··- . 
Durham Region 
RTM 2011-2012 
(Drug Arrests Added) 




- 4 (Highest risk) 
• Drug arrests (2012) 
Figure-12: Final Risk Terrain Map with Drug Arrest Locations in 2012 
When the same process was applied to the 2012 data to forecast the open-air drug market 
locations that are likely to occur in 2013, similar results were found. Figure-13 shows the final 
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risk te1rnin map created by using the 2012 data on bus stops, alcohol outlets, prostitution cases, 
and street robbery cases. Figure-14 shows the risk tenain map with the drug mTest locations of 
2013. Similar to the previous year, drug arrests clustered in and around risky places. 
______ ..... ----




Figure-13: Final Risk Terrain Map 
with 2012 Data. 
.. ,.. 
- .. 
Durham Region RTM 
(2012-2013 Drug added) 
D• 
Figure-14: The final Risk Terrain Map with 
Drug Arrest Locations in 2013 
This chapter reviewed the methodology of this study and the data used in the analysis. 
The following chapter will discuss the results and provide statistical analysis to fmther 
demonstrate the validity of the findings. 
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Chapter III: Results 
In this study, the spatial relationship between the selected risk factors and open-air drug 
markets was found by using Risk Terrain Modeling and the results were mapped through GIS. 
The risk factors were selected among various criminogenic features that have been found as 
geographically related to open-air drug markets in previous empirical research. When the 
operationalized risk factors were combined in a unique risk terrain map, "a valid and reliable 
forecasting model" could be created (Caplan, 2011). The maps in Figure-11 to Figure-14 
illustrate how the model of this research predicts the future locations of drug dealing in open 
areas. However, more evidence might be needed to assume the spatial relationship between the 
open-air drug markets and the factors behind them. First, a binary logistic regression analysis 
was conducted for both periods, 2011-2012 and 2012-2013, to find out to what extent the final 
risk terrain map forecasts the future locations of open-air drug markets. "Risk values" (0-4)" of 
the cells were used as independent variables and "presence/absence of any drug atTest" in a cell 
is used as dependent variable in the analysis. By converting the raster risk terrain map to vector 
map the number of drug arrests in each cell can be counted (Caplan & Kennedy, 2010). Thus, the 
raster map is conve1ied to vector map by using the "Conve1i Raster Cells to Vector Polygon 
Grid" tool in the RTM Toolbox. Then drug arrest data was joined to the vector map by using 
Spatial Join tool. At the end of these steps, each cell in the vector risk terrain map has one risk 
value and a count of drug arrests"occmTed in that cell ranging between 0 and 11. The attribute 
table for the final vector map, in which drug atTests were also joined were exp01ied to SPSS to 
apply logistic regression. 
In order to run a logistic regression model, the dependent variable should be a two-
response attribute categorical variable. Therefore, the dependent variable was dummy coded and 
the new dependent variable indicated the absence or presence of drug arrest cases in each cell. 
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The cells which have one or more drug anest were given the value of" 1" and the remaining cells 
which have ·no drug anest were given the value of "0''. A significant number of cases were not 
undercounted when "multiple incidents are collapsed into a single unit to fulfill the requirements 
of logistic regression" (Piza, 2012, p.l), because the number of the cells which have more than 
one drug anest is not too high as shown in the Table-6. After dummy coding the dependent 
variable as "1" and "O", with "1" indicating the presence of. drug anest and "O" indicating the 
absence of drug anest; logistic regression analysis was conducted for both time periods. 
Table-6: Drug Arrest Frequency by Cell 
Number of Drug Arrests per Cell .Frequency Percentage(%) 
0 49042 98.1 
1 712 1.4 
2 or more 248 0.5 
Total 50002 100 
The results of the logistic regression are shown in Table-7 and Table-8. The Nagelkerke 
R Square is 0.164 for first Period 1 and 0.163 for Period 2. This means the risk values created by 
the combination of four risk factors modestly explains about 16 % of the variance in future drug 
aiTest locations for both periods. Due to the fact that there is only one independent variable in the 
logistic regression, which is the risk value of a cell, the R Square of the model can be considered 
significant. The odds ratio is 2.899 for Period 1 and 2.757 for Period 2 respectively, which 
suggests that the likelihood of a drug anest increases b)' about 3 with eve1y increased unit of risk 
in a cell for Period 1 and Period 2. 
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Table-7: Logistic Regression Results for Period 1 (2011-2012) 
B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Risk Value 1.064 0.027 1504.356 1 .000 2.899 
B = Beta. df = degrees of fi·eedom. S.E. = standard error. Sig. = significance. Wald = Wald 
coefficient. 
Nage/kerke R Square = 0.164. 
Table-8: Logistic Regression Results for Period 2 (2012-2013) 
B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Risk Value 1.014 0.027 1444.514 1 .000 2.757 
Nagelkerke R Square = 0.163. 
Logistic regression has been used in testing the predictive validity in most RTM-based 
research due to its applicability to the infrequent occmTence of events analyzed (Caplan et al., 
2011). However, "collapsing of data with more than 2 unique values into a dichotomous 
variable" to apply logistic regression might lead researchers to "undercount the total number of 
crimes" (Piza, 2012, 1 ). In the model of the current research the dependent variable, which is the 
number of drng arrests, ranges between "O" and "11 ". Therefore, such an underestimation might 
have occurred when logistic regression was applied as it was done above. At this point, Piza 
(2012) suggests using count regression models such as Poisson and negative binomial regression 
which can be more applicable for events having such v,ariances and skewness. Count regression 
models are preferred more than linear regression models for non-categorical criminological data, 
because crime data distribute "rarely" on maps (Piza, 2012). In other words, small number of 
criminal cases are seen across spatial units more than the large number of cases as seen in the 
distribution of drug arrests i~ this study (Figure-15) 
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Figure-15: Distribution of the number of drug arrests among risk values 
Depending on the skewed distribution of drng arrests among risk values, negative 
. binomial regression model was applied to test the predictive validity of the model. The 
dependent variable is the number of drng arrests (0-11) and the independent variable is the risk 
value (0-4). In contrast with Poisson regression model, negative binomial regression model does 
not assume the mean and variance of the dependent variable as equal. Similar to most of the 
crime data, the dependent variable of the current model has a variance greater than its mean 
(Table-9). Therefore, negative binomial regression model is the most valid way to test the 
predictive validity in the current analysis. The results of negative binomial regression for Period-
1 and Period-2 is given in Table-10 and Table-11. 
Table-9: Descriptive statistics for the distribution of drug arrests 
N Min .Max Mean Std. Dev. Variance· Skewness 
N. of case 50002 0 11 0.03 0.276 0.076 16.906 
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Table-10 Results of Negative Binomial Regression Model for Period 1 
Parameter B Std. Error Wald Chi- df Sig. Exp(B) 95% Wald 
Square Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Risk value 1.126 .0287 1534.129 1 .000 3.082 2.913 3.261 
Table-ll:Results of Negative Binomial Regression Model for Period 2 
Parameter B Std. Error Wald Chi- df Sig. Exp(B) 95% Wald 
Square Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Risk value 1.043 .0220 2252.051 1 .000 2.836 2.717 2.961 
The odds ratio in count regression models can be presented as incident rate ratio (IRR) 
which is "a ratio based on the rate or incidence of counts" (Hilbe, 2008, 2). IRR reveals the 
change in the dependent variable which stems from an increase or decrease in the .independent 
variable (Piza, 2012). In this respect, the IRR for Period-I is 3.082 and it is interpreted as 
following, the likelihood of a drng arrest increases by almost 3 with every increased unit of risk 
in a cell for Period 1 and Period 2. 
In addition to logistic regression and negative binomial regression results, the statistics on 
the distribution of risky cells and the number of drug arrests in those cells also support the 
validity of the model. Table-12 shows that only 1.9 % of all cells have drug arrests. Table-12 
also gives the percentages of the cells having drng arrests among all cells which have the same 
risk value. Twenty seven percent of the cells which have the risk value of "4" have one or more 
drug arrests. This percentage drops significantly as the risk value decreases. 
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Table-12: Distribution of drug arrests among cells with different risk levels 
Number Cells With Drug Arrest Percentage of Cells 
Risk Value 
of Cells (One or more) With Drug Arrests (%) 
0 30053 117 0.3 
1 10526 211 2 
2 6424 282 4 
3 2497, 241 10 
4 502 109 27 
Total 50002 960 1.9 
The concentration of drug arrests in the high-risk cells becomes more obvious when the 
highest risk cells are analyzed separately from the others. To ensure this, the number of drug 
arrests that occurred in the top 20 % of the highest risk cells in 2012 were counted. In the Excel 
table, which shows the risk value and number of drug arrests for each cell, the cells (N=50,002) 
were sotied in descending order. The number of cells which have the risk value of "2" or more 
were 9,423. These cells constitute approximately 20 % of all cells. In the next step, the number 
of drug atTests for these cells were added. The result revealed that 1,048 out of 1,479 drug arrests 
occurred in these top risky cells. That is to say, the top 20 % of the highest risk cells includes 
70.8 % of all drng at1"ests (Table-13). 
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Table-13: Concentration of drug arrests in the top 20 % of the highest risk cells 
Number Number of Percentage of Drug 
Risk Value 
of Cells Drug Arrest Arrest(%) 
Thetop20 % 
highest risk cells 
9,423 1,048 70.8 
Other cells 40,579 431 29.2 
Total 50,002 1,479 100 
In this section the results of the statistical analysis were provided and validity of the , 
findings of the current research was demonstrated. The next chapter will summarize the findings 
and discuss them in light of the existing literature. In addition, the limitations of the study will 
also be discussed and some directions for future research will be presented in the next chapter. 
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Chapter IV: Summary and Discussion 
The spatial relationship between the risk factors and open-air drug markets was analyzed 
m this study through RTM. The geographic and statistical analysis of the data presented 
confinned the results of the Eck's (1994) general model on illicit retail markets and the other 
previous research that was discussed previously (May et al. 1999; McCord & Ratcliffe, 2007; 
Renge1t et al., 2005; Ritter, 2006; Scott & Dede!, 2006; Sutton, 2010; Wright & Decker, 1997). 
Proximity to the routine activities of the potential customers, density of other types of crimes 
relevant to drug dealing, and accessibility to transportation facilities were found to be strong 
spatial indicators of open-air drug markets. The current study's unique contribution to abstract 
spatial relationship is demonstrating spatial influence of the risk factors by operationalizing them 
through density and distance features. The fmal risk tenain map which was created at the end of 
the analysis reflects the places that are "most likely to attract, enable, and generate" (Caplan, 
2011, 71) open-air drug dealing depending on the combination of the spatial influences created 
by four different risk factors. In the final risk terrain map there are some cells which were not 
affected by any of these factors, while some cells were exposed to all of the risk factors and 
became the highest risky places. Therefore, RTM not only enables the screening of the spatial 
influence of each risk factor separately, but it provided a combined risk tenain map where the 
totality of influences of separate risk factors can be observed. This is one of the few Canadian 
studies of its kind. 
The first important finding was the concentration of drug anests in certain areas on the 
map for Period-1 and Period-2 (Figure-12 and Figure-14). This is also observed in the data 
analysis. Table-12 shows that only 1.9 % of all cells have drug arrests. Such a concentration is 
compatible with the existing literature which suggests that drug related crimes aggregate in 
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specific areas and create hotspots (Quick & Law, 2013; Rengert et al., 2005). However, the aim 
of the current study was not limited to showing the aggregation of drng a1Tests. Instead, from 
Sherman et al.'s (1989) point of view, the fundamental purpose was explaining the variation in 
the frequency of the open-air drng markets among different places. In other words, it attempted 
to address the issue of what kind of special combination of persons and environments lead to the 
clustering of drug arrests in cetiain points in an area. At this point, operationalizing the spatial 
influences of the pre-determined risk factors helped to find out the reasons behind this 
aggregation. 
When the distribution of drug arrests and the risky places are examined together, the 
concentration of drug arrests in and around the places with high risk can be observed (see Figure-
11 and Figure-12 for Period-1, or Figure-13 and Figure-14 for Period-2). The maps suggest that 
the higher the risk in a place is, the more drug arrests take place there. The central patis of the 
townships of Oshawa, Pickering, Ajax, and Whitby where the routine activities of people 
aggregated and were found to be highly risky also represents a high concentration of drng arrests. 
It is wotih noting that, even the relatively less concentrated drug arrests in the north parts of the 
region such as the townships of Brock, Scugog and Uxbridge happened in or around the cells 
having risk values two or more. As noted previously, the risk was determined according to the 
density and proximity of criminogenic features in a spatial unit, which was selected as 100 feet 
by 100 feet cell in this study. The risk terrain map in the Figure-11 was created through the 
spatial data of2011 and the locations of drug anests in 2012 were predicted successfully. Similar 
visual results can be seen for the next period also. The risk terrain map for 2012, shown in the 
Figure-13, could forecast the locations of drng arrests happened in 2013 as seen in the Figure-14. 
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The visual results of the analyses were supported with data analysis. The outcomes of the 
logistic regression and negative binomial regression for both periods suggest that the predictive 
validity of the model of t)le current study is of moderate significance. First of all, The 
Nagelkerke R Square in the logistic regression, which is 0.164 for first period 1 and 0.163 for 
Period 2, means that the model explains about 16 % of the variance in future drng atTest 
locations for both periods. The odds ratios in the iogistic regression, which is 2,899 for Period 1 
and 2.757 for Period 2, indic&ted that the iricrease in the risk value affected the likelihood of the 
existence of open-air drug market in an area. To illustrate this result with an actual policing 
example, it is assumed that a foot patrol officer increases his likelihood of a drug atTest by 3 each 
time he moves his to a higher risk area. 
Comparing the results of logistic regression, negative binomial regression suggested a 
similar predictive validity of the model. In the latter method the dependent variable, which is. the 
locations of drug atTests, was represented completely and continuously because it was not 
dichotomised as "O" and "1" as it was done in the fo1mer method. The incidence rates ratio 
(IRR), used instead of odds ratio in negative binomial regression, presented the variation in the 
frequency of drng dealing among different places which have varying risk values. 
Additional statistical results provide evidence that the combination of four risk factors 
predicts the locations of future open-air drug dealing. Table-12 gives the percentages of the cells 
having drng arrests among all cells which have same risk value. A closer look at Table-12 
indicates that the higher the risk value is the more the percentage of drug arrests happened in the 
·cells which have that risk value. Twenty seven percent of the 4-risk-level cells include drng 
arrests, while the percentage reduces to 10 %, 4 %, 2 %, and 0.3 % respectively in the lower risk 
level cells. The highest risk level cells, which constitute only I. % percent of the region, mostly 
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take place in the downtowns of Oshawa, Whitby, and Ajax. The township of Oshawa has the 
largest proportion in the distribution of highest risk places. Almost ninety percent (89.5 %) of the 
highest risk places in the region are in Oshawa, while 7 .1 % of them is in Whitby and 3 .4 % is in 
Ajax. When the risky places in Oshawa are examined in more detail it is observed that risk for 
open-air drug dealing increases in certain streets. Twenty seven percent of the highest risk places 
in the Durham Region was found in the ten streets of Oshawa. Moreover, three main streets of 
Oshawa constitutes the 12 % percent of all highest risk places in the Durham Region. 
The socio-economic characteristics of Oshawa, which were discussed in the third chapter, 
might be the reason for this aggregation. Being the economic locomotive of the region and 
having the only university of the region within its borders, Oshawa has the potential to attract 
open-air drug dealers and buyers. As noted previously, Figure-8 and Figure-9 indicates that 
prostitution and street robbery crimes aggregate at the central patts of Oshawa, Whitby, and Ajax 
and specifically the above mentioned certain streets of Osh.awa. These two crimes which have 
spatial relationship with open-air drug dealing increases the level of risk in these areas in 
combination with the other two spatial factors, alcohol outlets and bus stops. In fact, the latter 
two factors were distributed around the region more homogenously than the former ·two. 
However, the distinguishing feature of the highest risk places such as downtowns of Oshawa,' 
Whitby, and Ajax is their potential to have more prostitution and street robbery crimes. 
In addition to concentration of the risky cells in ce1tain areas, the aggregation of drug 
arrests in highest risk places can be observed when the statistics in Table-12 is analyzed with the 
figures in Table-6, which shows the frequency of drug arrests per cell for the Period-I. 
According to Table-6, 98 . .1 % of the cells have no arrests and 1.4 % of the cells have one arrest, 
while only 0.5 % of the cells have more than one a1rnst. It must also be noted that the top 20 % 
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highest risky cells generates 70.8 % of all drug mTests throughout the study area. The distribution 
of drug mTests is parallel with that of the risky places. The highest risk places in Oshawa, 
Whitby, and Ajax comprise also the most drug arrest locations. These results indicate how both 
open-air drug markets and the spatial factors behind them aggregated in a very small part of the 
whole region. In other words, although the combination of risk factors influenced small number 
of places, these places have a very high frequency of drug arrests, which predicts the existence of 
open-air drug markets. 
The outcomes discussed above can be interpreted in· light of Eck's (1995) theory 
regarding the geography of illicit retail markets. In particular, it must be remembered that the 
maintenance of an illicit drug market, according to Eck (1995), is contingent upon the solution of 
the central dilemma about whether to choose more accessibility or security. The routine activities 
theoiy, which is one of the two main theories suggested by Eck (1995) and compatible with the 
nature of opeq.-air drug markets, necessitates locating the markets around the routine activities of 
the patiicipants such as buyers and sellers. Such a decision is necessary to ensure both security 
and accessibility at the same time. In this respect, the visual and statistical outcomes of the 
current analysis has shown that the open-air drug dealing points within the study area are located 
around the routine activities-based risk factors which were determined as independent variables 
at the beginning. 
Despite. the predictive validity in the results of this study, it has some limitations. First, 
there are some shortcomings that could be eliminated in future studies. For example additional 
data would possibly produce a more statistically powerful model. Additionally, more powerful 
results might be derived by merging the social disorganization and routine activities theories. 
Thus, future research can use the risk factors related to both theories. Besides the routine 
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activities-based factors such as transpo1iation facilities, alcohol outlets, prostitution, and street 
robbery; the determinants of a socially disorganized neighborhood like lack of owner occupied 
houses, low-level of income, incivilities etc. can be added to the risk tenain model as 
independent variables. 
Another limitation of this study might be the assumption that was made about the 
locations of open-air drug markets. The locations of open-air drug markets are assumed to be 
near the drug arrests made by police depending on the validity of the results of previous research 
using the same method (Baumer et al., 1998; Caplan & Kennedy, 2011; McCord & Ratcliffe, 
2007; Warner & Coomer, 2003). However, a triangulation of different data sources could also be 
used to study the problem. The locations of 911 calls, which are related to street level drug 
dealing can be considered as one of these sources. In addition, surveys can be conducted in 
related neighborhoods to hear from the actual observers of open-air drug markets about the 
actual locations of illicit transactions. The observations of local police are also among important 
sources of infmmation to locate such markets. Interviews can be conducted to learn from the 
experiences of police officers who patrol in the subject area. While it is more difficult, 
neve1iheless, the other actors of the crime scene such as drug dealers, drug addicts, prostitutes, 
robbers etc. can also be interviewed to acquire the exact spatial data needed in this spatial 
research. 
The spatial impact of the risk factors can change in time according to the changes of their 
locations, size, owners, qualifications etc. In this study, the time periods in which the 
relationships were analyzed were limited to the period between 2011 and 2013. However, in 
longer periods there might be significant changes in the risk factors such as removal of some bus 
stops, addition of new transportation facilities, establishment of new routes, closure or opening 
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of some alcohol outlets, handover in the management of alcohol outlets etc. Future studies can 
evaluate the impacts of such changes by conducting longitudinal research in the same study area 
and reach more valid and generalizable results (Sherman et al., 1989). 
Finally, considering that all types of illicit drngs will follow the same path in their sales 
and gathering them on the same map might be counted among the shortcomings of this study. 
Substances like marijuana, heroin, and cocaine might be different in terms of "usage patterns, 
health risks, enforcement practices, and notably in the consequences of arrest" (Caulkins & 
Reuter, 2010, p.4). In order to compensate the problems which might stem from this 
sh01tcoming, the same methodology can be applied to each type of illicit drug separately to 
evaluate their exclusive risk factors. 
Having considered the above mentioned limitations of the cu11'ent study, it is neve1theless 
the first attempt in the literature, and possibly in Canada, to apply the RTM on the subject of 
open-air drng markets. Predicting the locations of open-air drug markets based on the spatial risk 
factors existing in a place enables researchers and practitioners to find approximate results. To 
reach this goal, the dynamic nature of the risk factors which constitutes the "environmental 
backcloth" of a place should be taken into account (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1981 ). As 
discussed in the methodology section, the h·aditional hotspot method which is based on the 
repetition of crime in the same area disregard this dynamic nature of geography (Caplan, 2011). 
Using RTM showed how the dynamic interaction between four risk factors created meaningful 
results to forecast the locations of open-air drng dealing. These risk factors can change in time in 
terms of their nature, size, seriousness etc. Some risk factors may become more influential while 
the other might disappear according to the needs and choices of a paiticular period. For example, 
new alcohol outlets can be opened in an area, the demand for alcohol can change, people can 
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tend to use different transportation facilities, a new robbery-gang may arrive to the area, or 
prostitution might be replaced as a result of governmental policies. Therefore, these kinds of 
changes in the risk factors are considered when the risk factors are operationalized through 
RTM. In this respect, the analysis made in this study can be repeated in the future with the actual 
data and the results can be updated according to the needs of the time. 
In this section, the results of this study was summarized and discussed in light of the 
existing literature. In the following chapter some policy recommendations will be provided based 
on the findings of the current study. 
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Chapter V: Policy Implications and Conciusion 
In this section, some policy recommendations will be presented based on the findings of 
this study. The policies discussed are not limited to law enforcement effo1ts, but they also 
include the designation of environmental features and cooperation among relevant institutions. 
Policy Implications 
Illicit drugs have various destructive impacts on societies as discussed previously. 
Decisive policies should be developed to manage this problem more effectively. The outcomes 
of this study provide some clues for practitioners in their efforts to control illegal drug markets. 
Police agencies can use the model of the current research to allocate their resources strategically. 
First, street level drug enforcement services can be arranged. according to the findings of this 
study. Namely, police patrol cars might concentrate more on the high risk places that will be 
identified through Risk Terrain Modeling. RTM enables analysts or researchers to reach more 
specific results from the risk-based crime analysis. For example, the streets or intersections 
which have the highest risks can be expo1ted from the vector risk te1Tain map and listed in a 
table. 
.In light of the results of the cunent analysis, the ten streets of Oshawa, which constitutes 
the 27 % of all highest risk places in the Durham Region, might be scrutinized by the regional 
police as a priority. "Directed patrols" targeting specifically to prevent drug use and drug dealing 
in these streets and the intersections between them can be assigned as a way of proactive policing 
(Mazerolle, Soole, & Rombouts, 2007). In fact, identification of the locations might be the first 
step to establish a comprehensive strategy against open-air drug markets which might include 
various policing techniques. After identifying specific locations the attention might be shifted to 
the actual streel level drug dealers operating in these areas. Frabutt, Hefner, Di Luca, and Shelton 
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(2010) examines the open-air dmg market intervention strategies applied by the North Carolina 
police depmiments by interviewing 13 key law enforcement stakeholders. The drug markets in 
their study area were characterized by "chronic street-comer dealing, crack houses, prostitution, 
and drive-through dmg buyers" (Kennedy, 2009, p.144). 
The High-Point and Winston-Salem police depmiments in Notih Carolina identified the 
risky m·eas in tetms of open-air drug dealing by using similar techniques a:s the cutTent study. 
Then, they reviewed the drug incidents happened in those areas and created a list of actual drug 
offenders operating there. Analysing the geographic findings together with the offender profiles, 
the police depatiments fo1,1nd serious "linkages, associations, root causes, and common 
circumstances" (Frabutt, Shelton, Di Luca, Harvey, & Hefner, 2009, p.41). These findings led to 
successful undercover operations and proactive measures when they were combined with 
community policing methods such as establishing contact with the offender's family. The police 
also notified the identified offenders that the police are aware of what they do by showing them 
the video records and photos of their criminal activities. Then, the offenders were given a 
deadline to stop their activities. This strategy was applied for four years by the two police 
depatiments and significant amount of reduction in open-air drug dealing and dmg related 
violent crimes were observed in the related areas (Frabutt, Hefner, Di Luca, & Shelton, 2010). A 
similar strategy can be applied in the highest risk areas of Durham Region that were identified in 
this study. If the drug markets and the risk factors shifts or moves, new analyses should be 
conducted and strategies should be updated accordingly. 
The results of the current study can be used also in the efforts to reduce the supply and 
demand for illegal drugs at global level. Based on the idea that open-air drug markets are the 
windows of the global dmg market, global level enforcement should start at street level. By 
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adopting the necessary measures to minimize the street level drug dealing, a significant step 
might be taken to prevent the flow of illicit drugs from global markets to city street corners. 
Reduction of street level drug sales not only prevents new addictions, but also decreases the 
overall. demand for dmgs (Mazerolle, Soole, & Rombouts, 2006). Such a reduction can be 
enabled through low-level policing method which make the police intervention "less predictable 
for both buyer and seller" (Natarajan, Hough, & Hough, 2000, 10). This method aims to remove 
the regular customers from the dmg markets by diverting them from criminal justice system to 
treatment services. Low-level policing includes also other strategies to prevent the first time 
users such as increasing the dmg search time in a neighborhood and placing obstacles in the way 
of the buying process (Natarajan et al., 2000). Hence, low-level policing aims the reduction of 
demand by keeping both novice and regular customers away from the mm·kets. Such an approach 
can be embraced by the Durham Regional Police to reduce the supply and demand for illicit 
drugs in the region. Beginning from the ten highest risk streets in Oshawa, low-level policing 
techniques can be applied to prevent novice users, divert the regular customers from the markets, 
and reduce the supply and demand. 
The reciprocally decreasing supply and demand for the illegal drugs in street level 
threatens also global dmg markets. The basic logic behind this assumption is as following: The 
prices of illicit drugs will increase when the supply is reduced through street level enforcement. 
When the prices increase, the overall consumption of illicit drugs will decrease at global level 
(Caulkins & Reuter, 2010). Edmunds, Hough, and Urquia (1996) interviewed with the drug users 
in six drug market areas of. London, United Kingdom and 44 % of the users said that their 
decision of which market and when to buy dmgs is significantly affected by the police activity or 
perceived police activity. Continuous low-level enforcement reduced the reputation of one of the 
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six markets in London and it was started to be seen as "a market of last res01t for the chaotic 
user, and not a regular and prefened place of purchase" (Edmunds, Hough, & Urqufa, 1996, 
p.27). 
Besides decreasing the demand for dmgs, spatial analysis of open-air dmg markets 
allows police to identify the actors of the markets in different levels. By tracking the flow of 
illicit dmgs beginning from street level, whether it is in small or big quantities, police can reach 
the strategic members of global drug networks. Pearson and Hobbs (2001) examine the "middle 
markets" in the drug supply chain in the United Kingdom and identify them "as occupying a 
strategic position that links upper (impo1tation and wholesale) and lower (retail) levels of the 
·market" (p.8). Although the open-air drug dealers operate without establishing a continuous 
network, middle market dealers create either hierarchical or horizontal network to ensure the 
flow of drugs from wholesale to street level. By focusing on the connection between the middle 
market and street level dealers police can reach the greater networks. Thus, the wholesale 
distribution of illicit drngs can also be disclosed and prevented by merging the spatial analysis of 
open-air drug markets and other special policing methods such as network analysis, undercover 
investigation and wiretapping. In this respect, Durham Regional Police can work in cooperation 
with the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) and Royal Mounted Canadian Police (RCMP), the 
police organizations fighting against drug networks at provincial and national levels. Based on 
the findings of the cunent study and fmiher analysis on the issue, DRPS can help OPP and 
RCMP to disclose global drug networks by sharing the infonnation about the relationship 
between street level and middle market dealers. 
The relationship between open-air drng markets and the two crimes that were used as risk 
factors in the study, street robbery and prostitution, can also be analyzed thoroughly. Based on 
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their spatial relationship, a kind of network analysis can be made to discover their organic 
relationship. That is to say, the criminal networks involved in both types of crime in a specific 
region can be dismantled by making a thorough analysis of these relationships. The highest risk 
areas in the Durham Region in te1ms of drug dealing coincides with the locations where street· 
robbery and prostitution crimes concentrate (Figure-8 and Figure-9). Based on this finding, the 
divisions of the Durham Regional Police dealing with street robbery and prostitution, and the 
narcotic teams can cooperate to reduce the three types of crimes by focusing on the 
intenelationships among them. 
Forecasting the drug-dealing locations successfully facilitates the efforts based on 
situational crime prevention tactics. These tactics refers to the "measures taken by the police and . . 
other agencies to reduce the opportunities for, and potential rewards of, crime committed in 
specific places" (Jacobson, 1999, p.11). The emphasis is put on the spatial aspect of drug-
dealing, because it is necessary to identify the locations of both drug markets and the risk factors 
behind them to apply decisive prevention policies. For example, in order to prevent drug dealing 
police can cooperate with the managers of the alcohol outlets which are found through spatial 
analysis to be risky, or a kind of "crime generator" (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1981). Such 
an approach is called as "third-paiiy policing" by Mazerolle and Ransley (2006). Mazerolle et al. 
(2007) reviewed 18 research studies that evaluated the effectiveness of "third-party policing" in 
the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada. They found that the strategy is effective in 
dealing with street-level drug problems and the other related crimes such as property, violent, 
and disorder-related offenses (Mazerolle et al., 2007). Using the findings of the cunent study, 
Durham Regional Police -can initialize a similar strategy. In this context, they can be in contact 
with the owners of the risky liquor stores in the high risk places of the Durham Region. With the 
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help of these place managers the police can intervene in the drug-related problems earlier and 
reduce the supply of drugs in the neighboring area before they grow up. 
Environmental design is another way to struggle with open-air drug markets through 
benefiting from the results of the cutTent study. The environmental factors that are found 
attractive to drug dealing in open areas can be redesigned in order to reduce the opportunities and 
increase the risks for drug dealers and users. Among the environmental design strategies that 
have been used by practitioners foi· this purpose are "installation of surveillance cameras, 
trimming of foliage, implementation of additional lighting, repairing of fences, limiting access to 
problem areas through road changes, removal of phone booths and bus stops used by drug users 
and dealers, .and improved parking and trespassing signage" (Mazerolle et al., 2007, p.21 ). In 
particular, two of these solutions can be applied in the Durham Region based on the model of 
this study. First, the access to reach the pre-determined risky areas can be limited through road 
changes. Rengert, Chakravorty, Bole, and Henderson (2000) stress the imp01iance of this method 
especially for limiting the access of customers who are not residents of the neighborhood around 
an open-air drug market. By changing the pattern of one-way streets as leading away from the 
risky areas onto major roads or establishing a series of dead end streets, the access to these areas 
can be made difficult, or more complicated, for non-resident customers (Eck, 1995; Renge1i et 
al., 2000). 
The Durham Regional Municipality announced the Atierial Corridor Guidelines on their 
website in 2007. In this document, the potential strategies for planning and designing mierial 
route ·corridors in Durham Region were declared. One of the strategies was limiting the vehicle 
access between blocks via driveways at!d drive-throughs to reduce the traffic problem occun'ing 
due to the vehicles turning out or into arterial routes from these transition ways (Durham Region, 
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2007). Although the purpose was reducing the traffic, not preventing the access of drng 
customers, this strategy can help the police to enable the latter. DRPS can cooperate with the 
related units of the Durham Regional Municipality to share their views about the application of 
this strategy and its potential benefits in deterring the non-resident illicit drug buyers from 
entering the area. The priority might be given the streets that were found highly risky in this 
study. 
As a second enviromnental design solution, businesses which are found highly engaged 
with drug dealing through spatial analysis can be removed from the area by applying civil bi-
laws (Eck, 1995; Shennan et al., 1989). In 2007, the No1ih Carolina Alcohol Law Enforcement 
agency and the High Point Police Depaiiment worked together to identify the problematic 
alcohol sales points. Based on the findings of the spatial analysis, the police identified two 
convenience stores where open-air drug transactions were being conducted. Through undercover 
operations the transactions were disclosed and the info1mation was sent to the Alcohol Law 
Enforcement agency to ensure the application of the related civil laws (Frabutt et al., 2009). In a 
similar way, DRPS can share their information and the findings of the current study with AGCO, 
which is the authority enforcing the alcohol sales legislation in Ontario, to ensure the application 
of related civil bi-laws for to the alcohol outlets which were highly engaged with drug dealing. 
According to the Liquor Licence Act, AGCO can wam such businesses, give them monetary 
penalties or revoke their licence to sell alcohol (AGCO, 2013). 
Sherman et al. (1989) calls the approach to solve the crime problems through spatial 
means "criminology of place". Such an approach aims to regulate the routine activities of places 
to reduce their impacts on cetiain types of crimes. Although there is not a unique solution to 
eliminate the potential risks completely, "criminology of place" offers sometimes easier ways in 
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developing decisive public policies than "criminology of individuals" does according to She1man 
et al. (1989). The global and local efforts to decrease the social costs of illicit drugs have not 
been successful despite the high amount of resources dedicated to this problem (Caulkin & 
Reuter, 2010; Renge1i et al., 2005; Werb et al., 2013). The policy recommendations discussed 
above might open new paths in controlling drug markets beginning from street level depending 
on the geographical and statistical validity of the model of this study. 
Conclusion 
The spatial relationship between open-air drug markets and ce1iain risk factors were 
examined by using Risk Terrain Modeling and geographic information systems in this study. 
Durham· Region, Ontario is selected as the research area in this study not only because my 
university is located there but also the drug related problems are prevalent in the region. Due to 
the difficulty in locating open-air drug markets on a map and the lack of agreed-upon definition 
of them, the locations of drug arrests were used as the addresses of these markets within the 
study area of this research. Such an assumption was made depending on the validity of this 
method which has been proven in the previous research on this topic. In the light of John E. 
Eck's (1994) general model of the geography of illicit retail marketplaces, the responses of drug 
market actors to the security-accessibility dilemma are considered as the main indicators of the 
locations of the markets. These two basic needs are met by the dealers either by creating a 
clandestine network or locating their markets in the areas where the routine activities of market 
actors are aggregated. In other words, open-air drug dealers are assumed to choose fixed 
locations in which they will ensure both the security of their transactions and accessibility of the 
markets by their customers. 
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Four basic risk factors were chosen among the various criminogenic features that have 
been found in the previous research as the indicators of the routine activities of drng market 
actors. In this respect, the locations of bus stops, alcohol outlets, street robbery incidents, and 
prostitution areas were analyzed to predict the locations of open-air drng markets in the Durham 
Region. Risk Tenain Modeling was used in the analysis instead of retrospective hotspot method 
due to its higher predictive validity and applicability to the changing nature of environmental 
features. The other important reason behind the selection of this methodology is the fact that 
there is no such study in the literature up to now which use RTM in. forecasting the locations of 
open-air drng markets. 
In consistency with the existing literature, the results of the study suggest that the 
proximity· of alcohol outlets and bus stops to a place and the density of street robbery and 
prostitution crimes in that place are significant predictors of open-air drug dealing. To reach this 
conclusion, Risk Terrain Maps were created to forecast the future locations of open-air drug 
markets in the Durham Region.· The final risk tenain map which presents the combination of 
individual risk factors and the distribution of high risk areas predicted the locations of drug 
dealing of .the upcoming year successfully. Moreover, the visual results were supp01ted 
statistically by logistic regression and negative binomial regression. Based on these results, it 
was concluded that Risk Terrain Modeling can be used to forecast the approximate locations of 
open-air drng dealing which will likely occur in the near future. 
Open-air drug markets impose a significant threat to the society from social and 
economic aspects. Understanding the geographic nature of them and their relationship with 
certain criminogenic features has a key impo1tance in the efforts made to eliminate this problem. 
Risk Terrain Modeling enables us to forecast the future locations of open-air drng markets and 
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take necessary measures to prevent this type of crime. The ever-changing nature of the 
environment and the life styles urges the criminological researchers and law enforcement 
authorities to adapt their works to the new conditions. Being one of the most important issues of 
researchers and professionals working on crime, illegal drngs needs more attention due to this 
dynamic situation. In this respect, the current study has brought a new approach to the field by 
applying Risk Te11"ain Modeling to open-air drng markets. 
The findings of this study might lead to decisive policies in the Durham Region to reduce 
both open-air drng dealing and other drug-related problems such as violence, property crimes, 
and prostitution. In cooperation with provincial and national police units, and regional 
municipality, Durham Regional Police Service can take the measures discussed in the policy 
recommendations section. Forecasting the possible future locations of open-air drng dealing in 
the region through RTM will enable the authorities to make right decisions and use their 
resources more effectively. Merging the findings of the cu!1"ent study with their own info1mation 
on the issue and using other special police techniques such as network analysis, undercover 
investigation, and wire-tapping, the regional police can reach very successful results in their 
effmis against open-air drng markets. 
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